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Chapter I :  1�trogy£�!on 
Our curios i ty about how an area has developed into what it is 
today invariably draws our attention to its ini t ial situat ion .  I n  the 
United S tates , the frontier serves as the logical locus upon which 
questions such as the lat ter can be laid . Frederick Jackson Turner has 
popularized the front ier concept by elevat ing its place in the history 
of the American nat i onal development (1). Its economic function as the 
labor valve and the un ique env ironmental condit ion it furn ished for 
the Americanizat i on of old cultural and societal forms are only facets 
of i ts manifold s igni ficance . What Turner's ·frontier thes is has for 
special offer to geography l ies in the observation of the front i er as a 
discrete areal unit , set off, as it was , from the set tled area due to 
the differential pace in the migration process . This observation , 
bes ides adding historical ins ights to our old concep� of the region , 
lays a sol id foundat ion for many viab le area studies . 
Turner ' s  view that the frontier society evolves through a 
sequence of increasingly complex economic stages , such as from fishing 
through hunt ing and farming to urban society, unaccidental ly came about 
at a t ime when the evolution ist theory was in vogue . This organic 
theory of social change draws essent ial ly on phenomena found in the 
biological world,  and explains society in the same way a b iologist does 
a l iving organism ( 2) .  Just as a biological organ ism evolves from a 
single cel l to a complex structure with its special i zed internal 
organs , societal change can be conceived of being a natural progress 
from a simple communi ty of people to a complex society with i ts various 
inst i tut ions . Furthermore , s ince the ab i l ity to adapt to the external 
2 
envi ronment is the key to the object ' s  survival, a certain societal 
form ,  no less than any one part icular l ife obj ect , is more apt than 
another to dominate the scene at certain time and place . E�v ironment , 
however ,  i s  not aiways the exp lanation of the origin of socio-economic 
phenomena . Histori cal ly, many cultural patterns in place can be traced 
to the phenomenon of earlier spatial diffus ion ; only a few from natural 
evolution of cultural pract ice within their own home env ironment .  
From evolut ion to envi ronment and spat ial diffus ion , 
theoretica l  argument becomes increas ingly awkward to many . S uch 
confus i on, as analyzed by Berkhofer, stems from the fai l ure of the 
cri t ic to cons ider society' s  different sectors , on whi ch environmental 
influences play differen t ly. In the same wri ter ' s opinion, economic 
forms are more suscept ib le to env ironmental molding than pol it ical , 
social and rel i gious ones (3) .  
Farming i n  the front ier represents a special facet o f  man-land 
relationship, a theme that wi l l  underly this study . By vi rtue of its 
natural resources , the northern interior was dest ined to become the 
agricultural heart land of America. To the bui lding of this vast 
agrarian society, diverse human elements have contributed , as both 
foreign and nat ive people intermingled. Early cultural differences 
were later overcame by common pol itical consciousness and economic 
constraint . Over space , further differences exist in regional 
settlement pattern for reasons that can be traced to the very process 
of set t l ing { 4) .  Turner urged an examinat ion o f  such differences and 




The exampl es of three area case studies serve to demonstrate 
how the analyses of the front ier settlement can be approached in 
different areal and methodological contexts ( 5 ) . 
In "The Shenandoah Val ley Front ier , " Mi tche l l  uses a historical 
survey to explore the three named themes of movement through space , 
development in place and changing relat ive locat i on through t ime . 
Equal emphases are laid on cultural , social and economic processes in 
the evolut ion of set t lement-pattern in this 18th-century frontier .  The 
result of his study shows that the nature of colon ial land grant pol icy 
and the different cul tural behaviors among the early migrants had 
initial ly contributed to the differentiation of set t lement pattern 
between the upper (southern) and lower (northern) valleys . As the 
cultural sol idari ty of the settlers faded away, new economic functions 
took over to affect the later pat tern . Agricul tural ly, spec ial izat ion 
in l ivestock , tob acco , hemp and wheat was replacing the mixed type of 
farming that had dominated the pioneer phase .  In the meant ime , a 
hierarchy of urban functions emerged, thoUgh t rading act ivit ies 
remained decentral ized. In the final s tage of deve lopment , 
regional ization· set in with the building of east-west highways , and 
this ended the val ley' s long-t ime isolat ion from the coast. 
Consequently,  the upper and lower val leys became funct ional ly l inked 
with the two respect ive coast ial cit ies of Richmond and Alexandria. 
F igure 1 diagrammat ically sums up his major points . 
Mi tche l l  has captured a few ins ightful points in spite of the 
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F IG .  1: DEVELOPMENTAL CHANGE 
4 
Source: Robert D. Mitchell, "The Shenanoah 
Valley Frontier," Annals of AAGS 
62 (Sept. 1972), p. 475 
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the existence of an early subs istence phase , he also adds that the seed 
of commerciali zat i on was present from the beginning of permanent 
settlement owing to man ' s natural mot ive for profi t .  As a hypothes is , 
he further stresses the relative importance of cultural ident i ty versus 
economic funct ion in the over-t ime patterning of set tlement . 
Conzen ' s  ���ing is an intensive analysis of 
agricultural evolution in a Wisconsin township , Bloom ington Groove , 
Dane County , duri ng the period from 1840 to 1880 . A number of social 
and economic models , borrowed from previous regional studi es , serve as 
the principle guide l ines for the first part of his research , in which 
select ive census data,  arranged in a step-wise decennial basis , are 
ut i lized to i l lus t rate the bas ic trends as postulated in these models . 
His overall findings in this part do not contradict what has been 
hypothes ized in the models , but uphold once more the common not ion that 
of front ier agricultural change consist ing of a steady progress through 
stages of adjustment .  
As agricultural change involves associated changes in the 
social and economic sectors , so the study has extended its scope of 
analysis to cover such factors as the nature of workforce , community 
cohes ion and mechanizat ion . In the second part of his research , Conzen 
makes an original attempt to construct farm size and farm value 
( treated thereby as the indices of agricultural growth) models based on 
a number of social and economic variables .  The resul ts of his 
statist ical tests show that these two indices init ial ly interact 
strongly with the social variab les ( eg.  age , ethnici ty ,  tenure , etc . ) ,  
while in , the later years , they work bet ter with the economic ones 
6 
( number of horses, value of machinery, and so forth). These findings , 
therefore, substantiate what Mitchel l has earl ier hypothes ized .  
I n  contrast t o  Conzen ' s  study which deals primari ly with the 
rural aspect of settlement , Mi l ler ' s  Qit� �nd Hint�r!�Q focuses on the 
urban phenomena. Her general thes is is that urban growth interacts 
var ious ly with factors of interregional transportat ion innovat ion and 
changes in marketing patterns to bear final effect on the hinterland ' s  
sett lement pattern. This study also differs from the las t  one in that 
it chooses an open , instead of a closed system , approach to the areal 
a more concrete way, she states in effect that the development .  
American urban 
In 
growth is an integral part of the development of the 
surrounding region , as wel l  as the development of the nat ion as a whole 
( 6) . 
The city of Syracuse,  New York , and its respective county, 
Onondaga , set the stage for this case study of city-hinterland 
relationship. From 1820 to 1 860, ._ .the area had witnessed two major 
changes in transportat ion ,  each time with unsettl ing effects on the 
hinterland ' s  
turnpikes , 
sett lement patterns . Ini t ial ly, 
the s ites of raw materials and natural 
the t racts along 
power , and the 
central locat ions of agricultural population served as focal points for 
the founding of towns and v i l lages . Sett lement was then highly 
dispersed . The bui lding of the Brie Canal came as a major innovation 
in east-west interregional transport . Its immediate effect in Onondaga 
County was the growth of the city of Syracuse , which ,  because o f  its 
s ite advantage of ca..anding the canal traffic , had grown into a ful l-
fledged regional center . As a result ,  trade , which previous ly had to 
7 
be conducted with the East on an itinerant bas is , could now reorient 
itself local ly around this new node . Furthermore, the city' s new 
employment , financial , and transportat ional opportunit ies caused 
relocation and reori entation of the existing industries . This further 
helped set the trend of rural-to-urban migrat ion , thus mak ing the 
hinterland ' s  economy more s ingularly agricultural in  character . The 
coming of the rai lroad in the 1840 ' s  had brought less change as its 
route pattern ran largely paral lel to the canal ' s . Nonetheless , its 
provis ion for a much faster trans it to eastern markets began to 
encourage the cul tivation of fruits , vegetables , tobacco and other 
valuab le and perishab le agricultural product . 
Likewise , Mil ler has observed different developmental stages in 
her area, but her concept ion in this respect differs from both 
Mitchel l '_s and Conzen ' s in that those stages were set off by some 
ext raneous events , i . e . , interregional transportat ional innovat ion , 
rather than being generically determined . 
�r�e ;  MethodolQft'; 1imi!�!!.Q!! 
The topic of the frontier farming is one of historical and 
geographical interests . The concept of agricultural region , for 
example ,  would lose much of i ts -vigor if it is not to be understood in 
terms of its temporal development .  Areal patterns of agricultural 
characteristics, therefore , should be viewed as the end product of the 
sum of individuals ' adjustment effort . Evert though individuals ' 
cultural behaviors , ini tially, were as diverse as the k inds of place 
they came from , yet the common environmental , economic and historial 
8 
sett ings of the front ier area tend to b ind them toward only a few 
agricultural goals . This study attempts to examine some of these human 
and env ironmental factors directed· toward the purpose of reveal ing 
aspects of the fronti er agricultural experience within a county area. 
Davison County is chosen for this area invest igat ion because 
of i ts smal l size , hence the practicab i l i ty of the handling of the 
entire data set . The t ime-frame , set between 1880 and 1910 , 
corresponds to a s ingle generat ion ,  which has now become the accepted 
standard span of a typical front ier phase ( 7 ) . 
The model in Fig. 1 ,  as prepared by Mitchell , wi l l  serve as the 
bas ic parameters for this s tudy. Whi le the structural relat ionships 
within this model are self-explanatory , i t  is doubt ful whether the 
exact sequence of development can be appl ied to any area in the Great 
. Plains . Because of the clear commerci al motive behind early Plains 
set tlement , it is poss ib le that the subs istence stage would be totally 
absent from · the scene. 
remains to be the most 
In this study ,' 
with the spat ial one . 
size ,  farm value and 
The Mitche�l ' s model is used here because i t  
workable one at hand ( 8) . 
temporal development wil l  be exami ned alongs ide 
The cons truct ion of trend-profi les for farm 
farm production is the most succinct way of 
outlining the temporal change pattern . On the other hand, the grand 
picture of the county can be further dissected and analyzed wherever 
data are available on the individual and township levels. F inal ly, it 
is worthwhile to compare the county ' s picture with t he state ' s and the 
outs ide region ' s so as to highlight the dist inct iveness of the former . 
Incomplete census materials have prevented the possibi l i ty of 
9 
dev is ing a more refined research design .  Especial ly because o f  the 
unavailab i l i ty of the Agricultural Census manuscript schedule , except 
for the year 1880 , analys is concern ing the middle-period wi l l  have to 
suffer· ( 9 ) . With the remaining sources , this study wi l l  attempt to 
piece together as coherent a picture as poss ib le . 
10 
(1) For Turner's front ier thes is ,  see , Freder ick Jackson 
Turner ,  "The S ignificance of the Frontier in Ameri can History, " in 
Front ie_r �g ��t!.Q!!! ����!�4 Ess��! of _freg�ri£.! Jac�!.Q!! !Y!:!!�.r, ed. 
Wi l liam &. Leuchtenburg and Bernard Wishy ( Englewood C l i ff:  Prentice-
Hal l ,  1961 ) , pp . 32-57 . 
( 2 )  The formulation o f  the organic theory i n  social 
began with Herbert Spencer and other European scholars . 
Mart indale ,  The Natu� �g �es of So£i01Qg!ca! !h�Qr� 
Boston, 1981 ) �-pp .  55-57 . 
sci ences 
See , Don 
(Houghton : 
{3) See , Robert F .  Berkhofer , Jr . , "Space , Time , Cul ture and 
the New Front ier , " �icultural Hi! tor  38 ( Jan .  1964) , pp. 2 1-30 . 
( 4 )  An attempt to dist inguish among types of the front ier 
settlement was made by Carl 0. Sauer in , "Historial Geography and the 
Western Front ier," in The TransMiss iss ip2i We,!! , ed. J .  F .  Wi l lard and 
C .  B .  Goodykoontz ( Boulder : Univers ity of Colorado Press , 1930 ) , 
��!!im. 
(5) See : Michael Conzen , �rQ��!�r ���!�g in � �r��n §h�Q�: 
!h� Inf!y��£� of M�gi�Q�� �Q�imi1� Q� !h� �gri£Y!1ur�! gr�!h Qf 
BloQ�i�i1QQ grQQY� • Wis£Qn�in, (Madison : State Histori cal Society of 
Wiscons in , 1971 ) , �si�,  Roberta B.  Mi ller ,  Qi1� �rid �!�1�r!�g : � 
C�� �tu� Qf Urb� q��1h �Q ��iiQna! �evelop�1 ( London : Greenwood, 
1979) , �as�i�; Robert D .  Mitchell ,  "Shenandoah Vall ey Frontier , " 
���!!! , AS!Q£!�tiQ� Qf ��ric� q�Qg�aph��� 62 {Sept . 1972 ) , pp . 461-86 . 
( 6 )  Mil ler , !Qig. , pp . 1-6 .  
(7} Those who would agree on this one-generati on criterion 
include Hudson and Shannon . See : John C .  Hudson , "Two Dakota Homes tead 
Frontier , "  Annal!, MSO£!aat!on Qf ��ric� qeograph�r� 63 (Dec . 1973 ) , 
p .  446 ;  Fred A.  Shannon , Th� E�rm�r�� �!St �rQ�1i�r :  �ricy!iYr� , !��Q= 
!��! ( Toronto : Rinehart & Co . , Inc . , 1945) , pp .  35-6 . 
(8) Alternatively, the "Export-base theory" contends that 
regional economic growth is begot by outs ide source capitals invested 
in exportab le industries in the developing region . Thi s  theory , 
however, would entai l a scope of research that is unreal is t ic for the 
purpose of a smal l area study. See , Harvey S .  Perloff �1 !! · ,  ��iiQn!, 
�esource� , �d Kcona.i£ gr�h ( Bal timore : John Hopkins , 1930), P.P· 52-
62 . 
1 1  
( 9 )  Both the Federal Population and Agricultural Manuscript 
Censuses of the year 1890 were destroyed by fire , whi le the Federal 
Agricultural Manuscript census of the years 1900 and 1910 were disposed 
of. (Interview with Larry Hippsman , South Dakota State Library , Pierre, 
South Dakota, July 1984) . 
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Cl imat i c  data have been col lected at Mitchel l s ince 1896 ( 10 ) .  
The top diagraJII i n  Fig.  2 shows the average monthly temperatures and 
precipitat ion of the first fifteen years . July and February represent 
the hottest and the coldest months of the year with their respect ive 
0 0 0 0 
average temperatures of 7 1 . 96 F ( 22 . 2  C )  and 13 . 36 F (-10 . 3 C ) . Dai ly 
0 0 
temperatures , however , far exceed this range, and 100 F ( 38 C )  above 
0 0 
and 30 F ( 34 . 5  C )  below zero can be expected several days during a 
year . Annual precipitat ion averages at 23. 64  inches (59 em). Some 77 
percent of this amount , most ly in the form of thundershowers , fal ls 
within the growing season that lasts from Apri l to September . The 
wide seasonal range of temperatures and relat ively low level of 
precipitat ion as has been experienced in Davison County is 
characteristic of the temperate-cont inental-type cl imate ( Fig .  2 ) . 
C l imat ic values vary on ly sJight ly local ly,  whereas they do 
�1uctuate a great deal more through the years (bottom diagram, Fig.  2 ) . 
0 
The means of the 15 years ' annual averages are figured at 45 F and 
0 0 
24 . 31 " , corresponding to the standard deviat ions of 1 . 49 F ( 0 . 17 C )  and 
5 . 41" ( 12 . 2 em)' respect ively. The greater var iab i l i ty of 
precipitat ion , in part icular ,  const itutes a "danger factor" to farming 
in Davison County as elsewhere along the eastern edge of the Great 
Plains. Inasmuch as rainfall is already scanty, the uncertainty of its 
occurrence can undoubtedly tell us why crops fai l  in one year and 
succeed in another . Although the county sti l l  belongs to the subhumid 
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FJ:G: 2 : CLIMATIC RANGES : MONTHY AND ANNUAL 
Sources: south Dakota, State Climatologist , co�pl., 
Climatological Summary, Mitchell, South Dakota, 
no. 4 ((Brookings, South Dakota:} South Dakota 
State University, Agricultural Engineering 
Department, September, 1966), leaflet. 
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1904 , 1910) it received less than 20 inches of precip itation . Another 
l imiting factor to local farming is the length of the growing season , 
as it ordinari ly l iaits the variety of crops that can be raised . In 
Davison County, the number of frost-free days averages 145 per year. 
Topographical ly, the land surface in Davi son County is 
relatively level with a minor relief of about 440 feet. Beginning from 
1 , 225 feet above sea level in the northeastern corner of the county, 
the land rises gent ly upward to meet a hi l l-like structure in the 
southwestern corner , where the elevation exceeds 1600 feet . Much of 
the northwestern , central and south-central parts of the county are 
overlaid with low ground moraines ; elsewhere , the landscape has a 
either a flat or gent ly rol ling topography . North and eas t of 
Mitche l l , the land has been dissected by the meandering channels of the 
James River and its principal tribut�ry , Firestee l Creek . Both st reams 
have steep edges of shore receded from their respective channels . 
Other tributaries to the James River included in the county are Enemy 
Creek and Twelve-mi le Creek , and the streams flow intermi ttently in an 
easter ly direction to meet the main channel at some dis tance east of 
the county l ine . The basic  contour and drainage patterns in the county 
conform closely to the configuration of the three bedrock units ( Inset , 
Map 1 ) . These bedrocks were folded s light ly to the wes t  during to the 
so-cal led "S ioux Upl ift" (11 ) . Today , with the exception of a few 
spots , al l of these bedrocks have been concealed beneath a continuous 
b lanket of glac ia l  t i l l  that has an average thickness of 40 feet ( 12 )  . 
5 l ==�================= mi 
MAP 1 : . "GENERAL TOPOGRAPHY 
l 0 
mi 
Sources: u . s., Department of Interior, Geological Survey, Geological 
Atlas o f  the United States :  Mitchell Polio, south�ota , 
l ibrary edition: Mitchell Folio , no . 99(Washington D.C.: 
u . s. Geological survey, 1903): id., Pleistocene Geology o f  
Eastern South Dakota, by Richard Poster Flint , Geological 
Professional Paper 262(Washington D.C.: u . s. Government 
·printing O ffice, 1955). 
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Davison County had been subject to intense periods of 
glaciations during the Pleistocene Epoch. Over the county ,  phys ical 
evidences of glac iat ion abounds in the existence of pre-p leistocene 
channels that were abandoned in previous geological times . A low knoll 
located some five mi les south of Mi tchell  has a pecul iar north-west 
trend instead of the usual north-east trend that characterizes most of 
the morainic ridges in the surrounding areas. Further inves t igat ions of 
its underlying rocks had revealed that it once belonged to an ancient 
divide ,  thus named Mitchell  Divide , that stood between two major 
drainages then being oriented from west to east ( 13 ) . Many of these 
ancient streams had lost their channels due to the b lockage by glacial 
lobes that came from the north and east . 
The subsequent melt ing of the glacial ice , on the other hand , 
has created new channels . Initial ly, such mel t-water spread out even ly 
over the countrys ide in a series of smal l floods , on ly to subs ide later 
in the season , leaving behind only loads of gravel and sand . Today , 
these ,coarse materials are found lying on ly a short distance below the 
surfaces of val ley bottoms and high terraces , resulting in rapidly 
permeab le soi ls ( 14 ) . Ult imately, glacial melt�ter was first ponded 
in a glacial lake and later overflowed the divide to create a new 
strea. . The greater down-cutt ing effect from such funne led water could 
thus result in a deeper and more permanent channel .  The present 
channel of the James River had been entrenched in this manner ( 15 ) . 
Soi l formation is a lengthy process whereby the unconsol idated 
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mass of parent mater ials , which in the case of Davison County cons ist 
chiefly of glacial t i l l , are converted into a friable substance through 
the act ive involvement of plants and animals . Although some soi ls had 
begun to form during the last Ice Age (16) , cons iderab le t ime elapsed 
unt i l  the total wi thdrawal of ice. The post-glacial c l imate , with i ts 
mild climate and the tal l native prairie grasses , has been favorable to 
the accumulation of humus . The organ ic matter and the chemical 
compounds are further combined with the parent materials , result ing in 
dist inct ive soi l profi les. 
Local ly, the rate of soi l  formation differs wi th rel ief (17) . 
Due to the differences in run-off, soi ls form faster on level ground 
than on steep slope . In fact , many of the latter soi ls sti l l  lack 
dist inct ly developed profi les. Soi l  textures , l ikewise , . change from 
place to place according to differences in topographical features . On 
steep s lopes of the highland in the southwest ,  a substant ial amount of 
boulders and gravel is found along streams and covering the general 
surface. In val leys wi thin the morainic areas , soi ls tend to be c layey 
at the centers and loamy toward the margins . Over the rest of the 
area, soi ls are general ly loamy but are occas ionally over laid by 
patches of clay or depos its of wind-b lown sands (18) . 
Soi ls that have s imi lar profi les , i . e . , s imi lar thickness and 
arrangements of major hor izons , make up a soi l series . The Soi l 
Conservat ion Service of the .Uni ted States Department of Agri culture has 
identified 23 such series in Davison County. These different series 
can be combined into seven soil associations. The latter , in  short , 
represents an area that has a characteristic combination of soi ls , and 
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so is used as the bas is for a general soi l  map (Map 2) ( 19) . Of 
concern to farming, almost all of the soi ls from associat ions one 
through five can be cultivated for corn , smal l grains , sorghum and tame 
grasses ; whereas soi ls from associat ions six and seven are either so 
poor ly drained or lacking in organic matter that they are recommended 
only for graz ing and hay purposes . Overall ,  it seems that the soi ls of 
Dav ison County are less important to farming than the nature of 
precipitation . I f  water is avai lab le at the right t ime , almost al l 
local soi ls become product ive .  
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(10) See , South Dakota, State Cl imatologist , compl . , 
Q!im�to!Qii£�! � �ri' Mitchel l ,  South Dakota, no . 4 ( Brookings , South 
Dakota : South Dakota State University,  Agricultural Engineering 
Department , September , 1966) , leaflet . 
(11) U.  S . , Department of Interior , Geological Survey , 
�lei!!Q��n� g�lo� 2f ��t��n §Q�!h ��Q!�, by Richard Foster Flint , 
Geo logical Survey Profess ional Paper 262 (Washington , D . C . : U.S . 
Government Printing Office , 1 955 ) , p .  26. 
(12) U. S . , Congress, Senate. Comaittee on Interior and 
Insular Affairs , Mi��ral �g !�i�� E�!Q�rce Qf �ouih ��Qt�: E�Qri 
�repareg �� th� Y��� q�olQ(!£al Su�ve� �g ih� Y�!i�g St�ies ������ Qf 
R�clamat,!Q� ,  b y  Henry M. Jackson, CoDDDittee Print . 88th Cong. , 2nd 
.Sess. (Washington , D . C.:  U . S. Government Printing Office ,  1964), pp. 
18-21. 
(13) Contrary to the contemporary patterns , the drainage in 
eastern South Dakota prior te ttle·Ice Age had flowed mainly from west 
to east as a cont inuation of the same pattern originat ing in western 
South Dakota. The Bad River and Cheyenne River , for example,  in the 
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val ley of the James River . See , U . S . , Department of Interior ,  
Geological Survey , Q2• £ii·• pp . 15 & 151, also plate 7. 
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Geological At.!� Qf th� Qnit� §!at�! : Mi!�hel.! !2!!!? , �Q�!h ���.Q!�, 
l ibrary edit ion : Mitchell  Folio ,  no. 99 ( Washington , D . C . :  U . S. 
Geological Survey, 1930), pp. 3-4 . 
(15) During the Mankato Substage in the Wisconsin Period ,  a 
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of the James Val l ey. As it retreated , a glacial lake , known as Lake 
Dakota,  was formed temporari ly between the shrinking lobe and an 
ancient divide along the present Spink-Beadle County l ine . See , U.S . 
Department of Interior , !?�· £!! . ,  pp . 125-6. 
(16) !Q!g . , pp . 1-2. 
( 17 )  U . S . , Department of Agriculture , Soi l  Conservati on· 
Survey , �oi l §��ve,I" 2f ��v iso!  Qoll!! .I", §.Q�!h .Q!!�.Q!� (Washington , D . C . : 
U . S .  Government Print ing Office , 1973) , p. 64 .  
p. 7. 
( 18)  U.S . , Department of Interi or , q�olog!£!! �!!�, QE· £i! · , 
( 19 )  U.S . , Department of Agriculture , QE· ci!. ,  pp . 2-6. 
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Permanent sett lement in Davison County began in 1872 when 
Herman Greene and John Head erected their homes somewhere in 
103 Range 60 . At the t ime of their respect ive arrivals , 
Township 
a f� 
individuals , l ike Henry L .  Davison , after whom the county was 
subsequent ly named, had been ranging their cattle near the j unction of 
the Firesteel Creek and James River ( 20 ) . The area histories wri tten 
on the county concerning the period before 1880 are most ly sketchy. 
Early settlement characteristics of the county fail to show any 
uniqueness . Rather , they lend themselves to a sim i lar kind of 
interpretation applicab le to a broader geographical area. 
Once a restrict ive county framework is discarded, the 
settlement event of the county can be seen as part of a developmental 
process originated in areas farther south and east . Namely, this 
process is one of westward migration which may be conceptual ized as the 
passage of the front ier in time and space . 
The historical sequence of pioneering activities had been 
altered little with every shift of the frontier ' s  geographical center . 
The stories of how a few venturesome individuals violated the 
wilderness , leading the way to the establishment of an infant 
settlement , and of how the U . S .  government became involved in the 
clearing of the Indian land for permanent white set t lement , merely 
repeat themselves in the new frontier . As the frontier zone approached 
the prai rie , however , the same activit ies became more organized in 
nature . Earlier the fur traders and townsite companies and, later , the 
rai lroad had outstripped the pace of common sett lers in advancing civi l 
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structures into new places . This phenomenon had resul ted in strings of 
new towns radiat ing westward from the western margin of old set t lement 
and, funct ionally,  serving as inland entrepots for the new resources 
from one direction and the suppl ies of goods from the other ( 21 ) . I t  
is only after al l o f  these prel iminary networks had appeared that the 
rest of the country began to be populated. 
In 1860 , the edge of sett lement had al ready reached the central 
part of Minnesota ( 22) . There , along a l ine formed by the upper 
Mississippi River , the front ier had stopped advancing for a few years 
await ing the future extens ions of the rai lroads . In the mean t ime , a 
second type of set t lement was reaching the Dakota land by moving up a 
narrow strip along the Missour i  River . To this prong of sett lement , 
Sioux City was added in 1865 . From this point , townsite companies and 
fur trade interests began to spread their act ivities over the Dakota 
area, thus laying the fQundation for further set tlement in the Dakota 
land. 
Tb� �!1�Q!i!���i Qf 1h� �Q��Q�!� 
The historical incident that lead to the direct settlement of 
the Dakotas took place in 1855 . In that year , the Kansas-Nebraska Act 
created the territ ories of Kansas and Nebraska out of the unorgan ized 
area, thus giving sanct ion to those who al ready had been squat t ing 
around Sioux City.  A few years later , settlers began to dri ft into 
Dakota along the Missouri Val ley , giving rise to the formation of 
settlement at and around Elk Poin t , Vermi l l ion , Bon Homme , Yankton and 
S ioux Fal ls . Being strategical ly located at major confluences , 
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Yankton , S ioux Fal ls and Vermi l l ion enjoyed rapid growth and soon 
acquired the important funct ion of regional supp ly centers for even 
further settlement inland. Nevertheless , the pace of set t lement during 
the early 1860 ' s  had been slow,  and much o f  this had to do with the 
sporadic appearances of drought and grasshoppers . . Above al l ,  up to 
this point , parts of the Indian question st i l l  remained to be solved.  
The United States ' •i l itary involvement in the Indian territory 
began as early as during the 1840 ' s .  Heretofore , the Uni ted States had 
- respected the areas west of the Missouri River as the permanent Indian 
land and white trespassers were often discouraged . Nevertheless , the 
increasing traffic along the Oregon Trai l plus a few incidents 
involving the ki l l ings of whi te travelers eventually prompted the U. S .  
Govern.ent t o  act . This resul ted in the estab lishment of Fort Kearny 
( 1848) , Fort Laramie ( 1849 ) , Fort Ri l ey ( 1853 ) and Fort Randall ( 1853 )  
along a defens ive l ine . The last of these forts , in part icular , 
symbol ized the mi l itary control of the northern Plains ( 23 ) . 
East of the Missouri , the Yankton S ioux cont inued occupying 
the ferti l e  agricultural lands of the upper James and S ioux River 
val leys . To clear these areas for the white settlers , the Uni ted 
States initiated a treaty with the Yanktonians in 1858 and soon i t  
became accepted by both part ies . By this treaty, the Yanktonians were 
to be relocated to a reservation newly created in what is now a part of 
Charles Mix County . As compensat ion , the Yanktonians would receive 
annual st ipends from the Uni ted States . This opening of the Yankton 
land marks the beginning of permanent white set t lement in South Dakota 
. (24 ) . 
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In a mi l itary ass ignment , Lieutenant G .  K. Warren had, between 
1855 and 1857 , conducted a thorough reconnaissance of the upper 
Missouri and associated areas . His report furnishes one of the best 
· sources of information about the original landscape and the state of 
nat ive vegetat ion before their alterat ion by the white sett lers . After 
travel ing some 1 19 mi les from Fort Pierre, he reached the local i ty of 
what is now Davison County and noted the fol lowing: 
Cross Toka Kiya W .  or Enemy ' s Creek (properly Enemy) 
in 10 mi les ;  here are wood, water and grasses ; strat i fied 
rocks are along i ts bank below the crossing . . •  
• • •  thence to Fire-steel (Chanka W. ) .  6 1/2 mi les • • •  
cross it • • •  here grass and water , but very l ittle wood • • .  
• • .  proceed along the south _ s ide of Fire-steel Creek • • •  over 
good road , - camp 4 to 5 mi les from James River . We were 
now on burnt prairie , which cont inued the rest of the 
journey , and grass could only be found in patches , in 
protected places ( 25 ) . 
The burnt prairie could have reinforced the l ieutenant ' s  image 
of the "Great American Desert , "  as he later recommended against 
settlement in these inland areas . 
The last of the Indian troubles in Davison County arose from 
the so-cal led Santee Upris ing that had spread from Minnesota. Bes ides 
retarding settlement temporari ly,  this incident also resulted in the 
bui lding of a new l ine of forts from S ioux Fal ls to Fort Thompson . 
These include Fort James . Original ly planned to be bui l t  near the 
.auth of the Fires teel Creek , its site was later changed to Rockport , 
several mi les to the south s ince there was no suitab le construction 
.aterial availab le in the former locality. This fort measured at 152 by 
1 , 200 feet and was designed to accomodate 80 men ( 26) . Unfortunately, 
because of its short existence of on ly one year , this estab l ishment 
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never gave rise to any substant ial surrounding sett lement . 
f����r�tioB Qf �h� �!�1�r!�g 
The emergence of the Firesteel settlement became an inseparab le 
part of Davison County ' s  early history . This smal l vi l lage owed its 
beginning in 1872 or 1873 , to the establishment of a post office by 
Herman Greene . None of the early boo•ers , however , could real ize that 
the town site was resting on a flood plain ; neither could they foresee 
that one day the whole vi l lage would have to be moved "bodilyu to 
Mitchel l ,  where later the Mi lwaukee and St . Paul Rai lroad decided was a 
better site for a new junction (27 ) . 
The reason for Firesteel being located where i t  once was could 
have been based on its advantage of commanding coach-traffic on the 
east-west running Fort Thompson trai l . Before the coming of the 
rai lroad, it had been used extensively to carry military suppl ies to 
Fort Thompson , in order to avoid the danger of navigating the Missouri .  
A second trail ran from Yankton to James Town via Firestee l , serv ing 
principal ly as a mai l route . At one t ime , these two trai ls crossed 
each other near the site of Firesteel (28) . 
The penetration of the Jaaes Val ley gave rise to a chain of 
sJaal l  v i l lages northward fr011 Yankton . Bes ides Firestee l , these 
include Odessa, Olivet , Scotland and Rockport (Map 3 ) , al l having 
similar size and functional statuses . Despite the bareness of their 
civil establ ishments , they once had the importance of being the 
stopping places for the up and down-val ley journey . 
While i t  is clear that external connect ion was not lacking from 
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the beginning, the rate of settlement was slow during the early years . 
The formation of the county came as a result of the 1873-74 terri torial 
legislative sess ion ; yet four years lat�r , the tax l ist s t i l l  contained 
as few as 38 names ( 29 ) . This spars i ty of populat ion , however , did not 
prevent the county from having its own newspaper , which was then 
commonly recogn ized as a necessary tool for a wide range of promot ional 
act ivities . The first pioneers were , as a rule ,  wel l-educated or 
otherwise resourceful individuals ; many were professionals such as 
.those of surveyors , lawyers , bankers and preachers . By virtue of their 
early arrival and because they were only a smal l group , almost every 
one of them at one t ime or another held a county office . With their 
knowledge , this smal l el i te group helped create the infrastructure for 
subsequent sett lement . 
Th!! ���� Qf �Q!!!!�l': !!Q!!!!g�ri� 
Before 1881 , the shape of Davison County appeared qui te 
differently than it does now. During those years , a eas t-west 
boundary, instead of a north-south one , divided the comb ined area of 
Davison and Hanson Counties into two equal port ions , with Dav ison 
County occupying the northern half ( Tl04N ; Tl03N) , whi le Hanson , the 
southern (Tl02N; TlO lN) . The reason for this odd l inear arrangement is 
because at that time , people were in the middle of promoting a railroad 
up the James Val ley , and by so drawing the county l ines they would have 
a county-seat town located every twelve mi les along their tracks ( 30 ) . 
In response to an 1880 territorial law urging the readjustment of 
counties , these two counties final ly decided to convert their common 
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boundary into the present north-south al ignment . 
��! gam!Bg Qf �h� r��r�� ErQ�1!�r 
The U. S .  Bureau of the Census defines the frontier as those 
areas that contain no less than two or more than s ix persons per square 
mile ( 3 1 ) . From the populat ion densi ty map of South Dakota in 1910 , 
most count ies appear to be ful ly sett led , whi le on ly a few are seen as 
sti l l  remaining in the frontier stage ( Map 4 ) . 
In fact , historians have del ineated three major periods of 
settlement in South Dakota , each being about a decade apart ( 32 ) . The 
first of these periods began in 1867 . In that year , rail  connect ion to 
Sioux City for the first t ime enabled the Dakota sett lers to market 
their produces externally,  and this led to a moderate expans ion to 
settlement . The act ivities during this period , however , had affected 
only 
the 
a smal l number of count ies in the extreme southeastern corner of 
s tate . 
cal led Great 
The second period of settlement coincides with 
Dakota 80011 of the late 1870 ' s  and most of the 
the so-
1880 ' s . 
The new rai lroad networks extending from Minnesota succeeded in 
connect ing the Dakota prairie to the sett led area and prov iding the 
hoaeseekers a most direct and inexpensive means of transportati on .  The 
ca.ing of these rai lroads also drew the Plains region into the 
commercial orbi t  of the northeast indust ri al centers . In the l ong run ,  
the latter influence would total ly ec l ipse those earl ier which had been 
exerted from St . Louis . In Davison County, the displacement of 
Firesteel by Mitchell  may be regarded as a local reflect ion of this 
contemporary process of regional realignment . The last land boom of 
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the 1900 ' s  was mainly a spinoff from the momentum bui lt up from the 
previous one . At that t ime , popular pressure generated by a new land­
fever forced the breaking-up of the remaining Indian land in the West-
'River country.  Here, a short distance west of the Missouri River , the 
farmer ' s  frontier ult imately reached its natural l iait . 
The histor i cal spread of the Dakota settlement agrees with a 
few generalizat ions about the front ier phenomenon . First of all , the 
frontier does not advance uniformly but in a series of minor thrusts 
� stal l ings . Secondly , the t ime for a front ier area to be developed 
into a settled society approximates one generation .  
The three success ive waves of sett lement into South Dakota left 
their imprints on the populat ion map . The distributional patt ern of 
population represents to us a rough indicat ion of the spat ial extent of 
each period ' s activities . As some counties were settled earlier than 
the others , the c los ing dates of the front ier w i l l  differ expectedly 
from county to county . The same uneven pace of settleaent can further 
be applied to an area within a s ingle county. In 1880 , Davison County 
had only one t ownship having two to s ix persons per square mi le . 
Despite the influx of sett lers during the 1880 ' s ,  twenty years later 
the county sti l l  had three townships remaining for further development .  
Parts of this spat ial discrepancy in the sett l ing process can 
be explained by the oaamon behavioral pattern of the pioneer . As a 
rule , the early comers always pick the choicest s ites and skip the 
poorer ones , and as long as the free lands are not confined to one 
special loca l i ty ,  the latter wi l l  remain unsought after unt i l  all the 
better land has been exhausted.  In this way, i t  wi l l  again take up to 
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a whole generat ion for this selective spat ial process to be completed . 
The foregoing observations wi l l  have significant imp licat ions 
to the study of agricultural changes . Above all ,  it  is c lear that 
stages of agricultural evolution wi ll  be subject to variat ions 
according to time and space . In the fol lowing two chapters , such 
phenomena wil l  be subject to further investigation . 
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Whatever k ind of farming pattern that one may now affirm as 
being characterist i c  of this parti cular area, time , as a natural 
factor , is surely involved in its final molding. In this regard , the 
first few decades since the introduct ion of agriculture in a new place 
becmae the most critical , for herein l ies the most intens ive 
interaction between human act ions and a new set of environmental 
stimuli . The very process of this interact ion explains the un iqueness 
of the whole new farming experience which, in turn , can be expressed in 
the trend profi les of var ious agricultural characterist ics . 
At the t ime Davison County was settled , the Homestead , Pre-
e.pt ion and Timber-culture land disposal laws were in effect ; each of 
them ent it led a qualified individual head of household to 160 acres of 
land by various condit ions . Legit imately , one could acquire 320 acres 
from the U. S .  Government by exercis ing any two of these rights 
together , although the acquis it ion of 480 acres was somet imes poss ib le 
through default .  The most common method , as Sche l l  points out , was to : 
. • .  fi le first on a pre-empt ion claim , acquire the t i t le 
upon the payment of $ 1 . 25 an acre at the end of a minimum 
period of s ix months , and then exercise the homestead privi lege . 
I f  the homestead right was used first , five years of residence 
had to elapse before a pre-empt ion fi l ing could be made , un less 
the homestead claim was commuted to a cash payment ,  payable 
after s ix months (33 ) . 
The fact that the pioneer farmers of Davison County were 
l iberally al lowed 320 acres of land shows that farm s ize is a 
ecological factor . The Legislators ' intention of granting the new 
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. set tl�rs more land than before was large ly based on their recogn it ion 
of the harshness of the Great Plains ' environment , in which to make a 
l iving off farming was not as easy as in the Eas t .  Likewise , the 
individual ' s  decision whether to expand or contract his holding can be 
viewed in the same ecological context , s ince changes in the amount of 
rainfall and soi l  product ivi ty over the years were good reasons for 
them to make such decis ions . In a narrower sense , economic 
consideration also plays i ts role in the determination of farm size .  
This is especially true when i t  is realized that an exiet ing level of 
labor and machinery inputs is best adapted to the operation within a 
certain s ize l imit , beyond which addi t ional out lay may not often be 
justified.  The optimal level of farm size should, therefore , reflect 
the maximwa adjustment of these two factors . 
Farm size in Davison County had increased at a negli gible rate 
in the firs t  decade of settlement , during which t ime the net gain was 
merely about ten acres . The greatest inqrease had been experienced in 
the middle decade , during which the average farm s ize had increased 
from · 221 to 339 acres . Henceforth, it began to . stabl ize toward i ts 
1925 standard of 320 acres ( Fig. 3 ) . 
The relat ive increase or the decrease in the number of farms 
belonging to the s ize-class 500 acres and over was an influent ial 
factor in effect ing the average farm s ize of the county in a parti cular 
year . The numbers of these "'extra-large" farms to the totals are 
calculated to be at 1 . 2 , 3 . 3 ,  21 . 3  and 4 . 2� in the four decennial 
years . The highest percentage figure of these farms in 1889 , bes ides 
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* In 1879 South Da kota wa s not ye t a sta te . The " s ta t e "  
figur es i n  thi s year ar e arbi tar i l y  determined by d i viding 
cor r e spond i ng t er r i t or i a l  fi g ur e s  i nto ha l ve s . Li kewi s e ,  
t h e  co�nty f i g ur es i n  thi s par ti cular year need to b e  
r ea d j us t ed fr om the manuscr i pt census informa tion d u e  t o  
s ub s equent bounda� y chang e .  
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year , may also point to the phenomenon of consol idat ion of farm un its 
during the preceding period of economic recession .  In 1 909 , the 
percentage figure of these large farms fel l  back to a low level . This 
drop, however , did not cause a corresponding drop in the average farm 
size of the county . Overal l ,  the picture indicates that the trend 
toward increas ing scale of farm operation had gathered momentum during 
the middle decade and became stabl ized in the last , though within the 
process , the 500-acre farms had proven themselves to be too big for the 
area·' s ecology . 
Ch�g� i� �  Y!!�� 
The change in farm value over the entire period has an almost 
reverse relat ionship with that of farm size . As evidenced from Fig . 1 ,  
a relative increase in the farm size is always paral lel led by a 
relative decrease in the dol lar value of the land . 
This relat ionship , however , is out of proportion in the first 
and third decades . Init ially, the steeper rate of increase in farm 
value relative to that of farm s ize can be explained by the rapid farm 
improvement enjoyed during this period . In the last decade , the 
s imilar phenomenon is mos t ly related to the near exhaustion of free 
land and the general psychological c limate it produced. The 
inflationary nature of land prices during this last period of boom is 
wel l  captured by McClaskey through the comparison between the 
contemporary market land pri ce with the actual earning that one could 
accrue from the same piece of land ( 34 ) . 
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As a strong indication of rapid farm improvement , the acreage 
in all grain crops rose rapidly wi thin the first decade to a level 
already matching that in 1909 , though they had suffered a small 
shrinkage in the middle decade ( Fig.  4) . 
In the first decade , corn acreage enjoyed the greatest 
expans ion . Competit ion from wheat put i t  into the second place by the 
end of the second period. Toward the ending years , however , it 
regained its previous dominance. 
The acreage in small grains remained stable at firs t ,  then 
experienced a s l ight drop . In the last decade , their acreage had 
increased about twofold. 
In the first census year of 1879 , hay represented more than 50% 
of the comb ined. crop acreage. Yet, with more and more of the land 
having gone into grain crops , the general trend for the hay acreage had 
been on the decrease through the years . Th� general picture hints that 
the county' s  l ivestock industry had shifted increas ingly from that of 
ranching to one of a feeding type. 
An examinat ion of l ivestock production over t ime in Davison 
County shows three stages of development . In the firs t  decade , there 
was a sharp rise in the number of swine , paral lel ling the increase in 
corn acreage in this same period . In the second decade , the number of 
swine became stab l ized .  The number o f  catt le and poultry,  on the other 
hand, had been increas ing .  In the last decade, cattle had suffered a 
considerable dec line in number . At the same time , the increase in 
poultry began to level off , whi le the number of swine has experienced 
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advantage and convenience , virtual ly forced many home creameries out of 
competit ion . 
Unl ike Fig. 
individual ' s  fortune 
5-A , whi ch i l lustrates 
in the l ivestock industry,  
the change 
Fig. 5-B , 
in the 
(with a 
slight change in the uni t  of measurement )  shows the area ' s  carrying 
capacity of various l ivestock industries . 
Figure 5-B shows that the county ' s  l ivestock product ion repeats 
bas ical ly the same trend as that of the state with the lapse of one 
generat ion , and the state ' s  production by area reached a condit ion of 
stabl izat ion ten years earl ier than the county' s  did. In Fig . 5-A ,  
both the state ' s and the county ' s  trend coincide with each other . Much 
of the confl ict ing pattern arising from the comparison of these two 
diagrams has to do with the fluctuati on of farm s ize over the years . 
The increase in the product ion on the individual farm , whi le the areas ' 
production remains at a stable level , can be accompl ished through the 
adjustment of individual farms into larger s jze units . This s i tuat ion 
happened to the s tate in the decade 1889-1899 . As for the county in 
this same period , the increase of its area ' s  product ion cont inued; 
hence the gain by the county ' s  individual farmer is due as much to 
their adjustment effort as to their farm improvement . In the final 
decade , a different s ituat ion developed. During this period ,  the 
product ivity and farm s ize of both the county and the state increased 
l ittle further or fel l ,  showing the profit from farming, as a whole , 
was rapidly diminishing .  
In conclus ion , the county' s agricultural development ,  typified 
by its l ivestock product ion pattern , remained below its natural 
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potent ial during the first 20 years . Hence , the prob lem of adjustment 
with respect to environmental l imitations would l ikely be less acute 
unt i l  in the final years of the front ier phase . 
�rQ� �r�iri� �Q QQr� ��!� 
In the numerous early local historical sources , the locale of 
the study area was cons istent ly referred to , in a vague geographi cal 
sense, as the James River Val ley ( 36 ) . Areal differences in 
agri cultural activit ies , could be defined on ly after a better vo lume of 
stat istics became avai lab le .  In the 1920 ' s ,  the U. S .  Bureau of the 
Census had ident i fied eight different farming-type areas within the 




spat ial conformity with the changing environmental 
the state.  For example, the diminishing length of 
has to do with the northern count ies being a wheat , 
instead of corn , region within the eastern part of the state ( App . I )  
( 37) . 
Davison County fal ls into type-of-farming area I I  in South 
Dakota. It is special ly defined by the Bureau of the Census as a part 
of the western corn-belt fringe . 
According to the descript ion , in 1925 all farms within the 
central part of this area averaged at 184 . 8  acres , while the number of 
320-acre farms represented only 25% of the total . The trend for the 
county' s contract ing farm s ize cont inued for another 15 years after the 
end of i ts frontier phase ( App . I I ) . 
A direct comparison of agricultural product ion is difficult as 
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the descript ion concerning the area is accorded to different s ize­
classes instead of the grand average . Nonetheless , if we have to match 
one of the 1925 area ' s  320-acre farms with a 1910 "average fana" of the 
county ( i ts s ize then approximated to 320 acres ) , the fol lowing 
statements can be made : 
The county ' s  acreages in corn and smal l grains had expanded 
further during this post-front ier period , whi le the acreage in wheat 
continued to dwindle . The l evel of l ivestock product ion maintained 
itself.  
These facts lead to the conclusion that the l ivestock industry 
became dominant toward and after the end of the front ier phas e .  This 
particular phenomenon , as reasoned by the farm economist , is a direct 
consequence of the emergence of regional compet it ion . Greater 
transport costs to central market , by present , had induced the local 
farmers into convert ing their produce into more valuable products . 
Sound economic principles would become increasingly crucial in 
fana bus iness as the ecological l i_mit began to be recognized, but the 
same principles are also reflected in the thirty-year span presently 
covered. According to the contemporary profitable farming systems 
suggested by the farm economists to the area ' s farmers , smal l-si ze 
farms should special ize in corn and hogs or dairying, whereas medium to 
large-size farms should special ize in beef feeding ( App . I I . ) ( 38 ) . 
The past trends in the county ' s  farm s ize and farm production 
characteristics come to terms with these basic principles . 
From the foregoing observat ions , it becomes poss ib le to 
general ize the county ' s  first 30 years of farming as cons isting of 
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three special stages of development : an init ial stage spec ial iz ing in 
corn and hogs ; a second stage of the divers ificat ion of livestock , and, 
a final stage in which dec l ining yield set in . In the meant ime ,  in 
order to maintain the existing l evel of l ivestock product ion in order 
to meet the regional economic chal lenge , the acreage in corn , oats and 
barley expanded at the expense of wheat . 
Studies on areas further east have indicated that a stage of 
and other subsistence farming, in which corn , hogs , potatoes 
miscellaneous items are important ,  had preceded the front ier 
(39) . No such evidence is present in Davison County . Rather 
phase 
the 
earl iest census figures show that the volume of cat t le and hay was 
substantial ly higher than that of hogs and corn . This tends to 
ident ify the county as previous ly hav ing been a ranching county, a 
point that is further supported by local historical accounts (40 ) . 
Over-opt imism was a character istic trait of the frontierman ' s  
mental ity. As Nature was viewed as being inexhaustib l e ,  cases of farm 
mismanagement became many . The numerous indiv idual fai lures due to 
inab i l i ty to pay off the debt accumulated through years of farm 
expans ion added up to bring the ruin of local farm economy. The 
recess ion of the 1890 ' s  as described by historians , had i ts state-wide 
effect , but some counties were harder hit than the others . In the 
wheat farming area of Brown and Beadle Counties , the economic hardship 
had resulted in serious adjustment prob lems (41 ) . In Davison County ,  
the lack of historical accounts concern ing this particular espisode 
deprives us of the knowledge of the intens ity with which the county was 
affected .  Yet , in view of its early insti tution of the com-hogs 
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comb ination pattern , it is surmised that the county could have fared 
better . On the other hand , the depopulation in at least one township 
(Map 4) , the dec l ining farm value and an abrupt rise in cattle 
production ,  hint to the county ' s  adjustment problem during this 
period .  
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Chapter V :  !n't�rn�.! Qh�g� 
Through time , the county ' s  agr iculture had fo l lowed a 
defini t ive pattern of change . 
county-based stat ist ics , is 
Yet such representation , by us ing the 
cursory and conceals many special 
circumstances . Social and environmental differences , for example , can 
cause agricultural characterist ics to vary from individual to 
individual and from place to place , thereby explaining the speci al mode 
in which the area ' s  agricul tural sett lement had evolved. Many of these 
vignettes form inseparab le facets of the overal l phenomenon and deserve 
special scrut iny . 
Among the human factors considered here , the size of populat ion 
and its composit ion are at al l times connected to the extent of the 
economic exploitation of the county ' s  agricultural resources . · The 
differences 
economic 
in group behavior , 
differences , are 
in turn due to 
evident in farm 




populat ion ' s  mob i l ity pat terns . Environmental ly, the phys ical 
characterist ics . of the county necessitate different pract ices of 
general agricul tural adjus tment , eventual ly result ing in the exist ing 
areal differentiation of the farming pattern . These special 
developmental processes are the subject of this chapter . Lastly,  over 
time, the ever increas ing economic s trength over the ethnic factors in 
the explanat ion of various agricul tural settlement characterist ics wi l l  
underl ine the fol lowing discuss ion . 
.!he ��g.!!!!!ing 
The take-off point for the county ' s  agricultural history came 
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in 1879 . The news of the rai lroad' s proposed extension and the various 
pro•otional act ivi ties by the local agents began to lure many 
prospect ive sett lers to the area . Before the rai lroad project was 
completed to Mitche l l , many , l ike Mrs . Al then ' s  fami ly, had to det rain 
at Springfield - then the nearest rai l  terminal to the county - and 
continue the rest of their journey on stagecoach (42 ) . Upon their 
arrival , they were received by the local "Big Injun , " Herman Greene , 
whose home would become temporary lodging for the newcomers . Being a 
general surveyor , Greene played an active role in helping the newcomers 
with their locations of claim and various paper work . 
Once the individual set tlers were off into their individual 
claims , the serious business of agriculture began . Obviously, l i tt l e  
time could b e  wasted i n  view o f  the yearly res idence and improvement 
requirements specified in the Homestead Law. For this reason , many 
chose to arrive in the spring , so that by the time the �inter came , 
they would have managed to have a sod house bui lt  and a few acres 
broken . They would then return to their former eastern homes to escape 
the winter , and by the t ime they came back to their claims the 
fol lowing spring ,  the n ew  crops were growing i n  the field. For those 
who were serious about the permanent improvement of the land , the first 
few years were perhaps the mos t  crit ical . If  the crops were good , not 
only could they pay off the debts incurred through their j ourneys , but 
also they would have enough money saved for later inves tment .  
Historical documents reveal that the years 1882 to 1885 were good crop 
years thanks to fair weather condit ions and prices . The beginni ng ,  
therefore , was favorable indeed t o  the n ew  farmers . 
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In 1880 , the county ' s  agricultural scene remained 
underdeveloped . As an indicat ion of this , areas improved in farms 
var ied from zero to only 80 acres . Most farms , at this time , were in 
the 160-acre s ize bracket , although 320-acre farms were also common . 
Presumab ly, most farmers at this s tage were st i l l  in their first 
fil ings .  
Areally,  Mitchel l Township ( Tl03N , R60W) enjoyed the greatest 
concentrat ion of farms at this time thanks to the early presence of the 
booming city of Mi tchel l .  The appearance of numerous addit i ons from 
the Tax Lists of the years immediately fol lowing, under the city of 
Mitchel l ,  indicates the presence of speculat ive activities around the 
urban fringe (43 ) . Many owners of these addit ions can further be 
identifi ed by names as the " sooners , "  who were also dist inguishab le by 
their eastern backgrounds . 
Studies on original land claiming pattern and the process of 
land alienat ion had been made on adjacent territory; consequent ly,  this 
part icular episode wi l l  be omi tted from the present scope of 
invest igat ion (44 ) . Suffice it to say that the original claimants had 
their usual tendency to locate along the river course . Under the 
special condit ions in which the land was avai lab le ,  different parce ls 
of land had to be taken independent ly by the later comers , which 
resulted in a fragmented pattern of land-holding (45 ) . 
Any shi ft in the geographical center of the front ier wi l l  be 
matched by a new historical sett ing that the ear ly settlers had to cope 
with initially. Besides , the original farming populat ion was drawn 
from diverse social and cultural backgrounds , and so the same 
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adjustment prob lem would be faced with varying degrees of intens ity . 
Knowledge of such commonal i ty and divers i ty is necessary if the nature 
of subsequent change is to be understood . 
The co-existence of both the Federal Agriculture and Population 
Census Manuscript Schedules in the year 1880 means that the original 
farming condit ion can be part ial ly reconstructed , provided that such 
information can be presented in some systemat ic manner . Particularly,  
the inter-relat ionships among the agricul tural , economic and social 
characterist ics of the farming populat ion should be sorted out . To 
this end, a representat ive sample of 55 is drawn from the total of 172 
heads of households enumerated in the agricultural census , and their 
agricultural and economic characteristics are recorded accordingly . 
These same individuals are then ret raced in the populat ion census for 
their social identification . Final ly, the sampled values among the 
eight selected var iab les are correlated wi th one another , and the 
results are compiled in Table I .  
Us ing r= . 30 as the cri t ical value , the result shows that the 
two social variab les have no relat ionship with each other . Contrary to 
what seems to be the normal case , older age is  not always paired with 
larger fami ly .  One of the reasons l ies in the chance that some members 
of an older fami ly had by then become independent . As a more common 
explanat ion , most homesteaders at this stage did not have their ent i re 
family along , and the ones that showed up usually were the one most 
el igib le to work . As an example , Alis McCoy of Beadle County 
accompanied his father to their new claim at the age of 1 3 . The two 
managed to have a sod house bui lt and a few acres planted in potatoes , 
TABLE 1 
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and a whole year elapsed before he was reunited with his mother and 
s isters (46 ) . 
Household size correlates strongly with al l four economic 
variab les . This confirms the notion that the fami ly funct ions as an 
economic uni t  in the frontier ,  and this also indicates the stronger 
intent ion among the larger fami l ies to make hones t investments in the 
new land. 
The older the _ individual , the more l ikely he was to have better 
or more machinery . The l onger t ime of his involvement in farming 
furnishes a good explanation . On the other hand , such sen iority fai ls 
to ent itle him to s imi l arly good performance in the other economic 
aspects . As is commonly the case , those who had been doing wel l  in the 
older areas had less reason to move than those who had not , so that the 
frontier most often attracts the landless and the otherwise 
unfortunate. Among the pioneers , late starters were jus t  as common as 
the early starters . 
Farm value , l ike s ize of household,  correlates with all  four 
economic variab les , yet these two variab les themse lves have no 
relationship with each other . Such a 
exis tence of some intervening variab le( s ) . 
discrepancy points to the 
A possib le suggest ion for 
this is land speculat ion , whi ch certainly boosted land price in some 
localit ies , but was less l ikely related to the part icipants ' fami ly 
s ize characteristics . 
The percentage of farm land improved has no relat ionship with 
the other economic variab les , meaning that the magnitude of farming 
operation st i l l  lagged behind the l evel of economic input at this early 
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date . Apart from this except ion , al l the other economic variab les form 
a cluster of high correlat i on values . The strong relat ionships that 
the number of horses have with the value · of farm implements and 
l ivestock value are self-explanatory , whereas the high negative 
correlation value between the value of livestock and farm implements 
appears to be the most striking. That farm investment tended to be put 
on either one of these two oppos ing i tems , and not on both, suggests 
that regular farming appeared side by side wi th ranching in the ear ly 
scene ; Recall ing, also , the sharp increases of corn and hogs over 
cattle and hay during the first decade ( Figs .  4 & 5 ) , one can 
conceptualize the picture of an invas ion by the Midwestern farmers into 
the cattleman ' s  domain . 
Equal ly noteworthy is that farm implement value correlates with 
al l other variab les except farm improvement .  The result suggests that 
the investment in farm machinery became an intrinsi c  part of the 
general agr icul tural planning, regardless of _ its immediate usage . This 
phenomenon aptly reveals that the historial movement toward farm 
mechanizat ion since the C iv i l  War had been we ll-rooted by this time . 
E thnicity, whi le i t  can be regarded as a third social variable,  
is here treated in  a sepa�ate category because of its  overa l l  
importance i n  the farming scene. I n  fact , cultural differences in 
farming activit ies have long become an indispens ible topic in mos t 
wri tings of agri cultural history .  Yet , frequent ly, such descripti ons 
are so studded with indirect references and ins inuat ions that the 
results tend to confuse more than to inform (47 ) . In the present 
endeavor ,  it is hoped that a more factual statement can be made, 
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_ notab ly with the aid of the census data. 
In 1879, the county' s  agricul tural production was sti l l  in its 
infant stage ; many farmers had no report on any commodity items . Yet , 
it is at this stage of primitive development that the differences in 
cultural pract ice can be most reveal ing. At the t ime when neighbors 
were mi les apart , and when the process of acculturation had not yet 
taken effect , what one could do with his land could mirror anything but 
his own immediate cultural experience . In the fol lowing presentat ion , 
the total populat ion of the foreign groups and samples of comparab le 
size from the nat ive-born population wil l  be used (48 ) . Farm 
product ion figures are recorded by individual and then averaged by 
group . The results are thus tabulated for comparison ( Tab le I I ) . 
By us ing the individual ' s  father ' s  place of birth rather than 
his own for the criterion of ethn icity , we are focusing on the 
relatively stable element behind fami l ial tradit ion whi le forgett ing 
the possibi lity of the individual ' s  newly acquired knowledge , which by 
nature , is more difficult to be captured. With this spec ial 
definition ,  the group differences stand out wel l ,  and some conclus ive 
statements can be made regarding the resultant pattern . 
Between the foreign and the native groups , differences exist in 
al l items of product ion with the except ion of hogs . This latter 
animal , because of its general adaptab i l ity to different k inds of 
environments , again proved its ut i l ity to general home consumpt ion 
needs among different household. Compared wi th the nat ive group , the 
foreign group , at this t ime , possessed more cows and had proport ional ly 
more wheat than corn planted . 
TABLE 2 
ETHNIC ITY AND AGRICULTURAL PRODUCT ION 
I ndividual ' s  Father ' s  P l a ce of Bir th 
Ag r i cul tur a l  
items 
pr od uced ca ·.-i s:: Ql 
:> I � � 
ca I '0 QJ ca s:: 
s:: ::>r ca  '0 S:: 'O s:: .+J r-l � 
ttS s:: ·r-i s:: ca s:: QJ � rJl rJl rJl I rJl Ql 
'0 ttS rJl ttS r-l ttS � QJ QJ QJ QJ � QJ .c �  
s:: e rn r-l +J r-l  0 +J +J  � .+J QJ +J +J . .  ttS � :::s Ql 0 0' � rJl ttS '0 ttS a. co � Cf.l 
CJ QJ � � CJ s:: :::s ttS +J · r-i +J O. +J 0 
Cf.l (.!) �  H Cf.l �  � � Cf.l  X tr.l  O tr.l  z o  
Ca ttle ( no s . )  44 1 7  3 1 1 8 3 3 1 2  3 S 6  1 0 9  6 7  1 7 7  
Da ir y Cows ( no s . )  1 1 1  8 0  8 0  4 8 3  1 8 1  1 2 2  1 0 0  3 3  8 S  
Hog s ( no s . )  3 3  s o  - - 2 3 3  7 9  83 8 3  3 3  6 S  
Cor n ( a cr e s )  1 67 1 3 3  4 0  - - 8 S  l O S  4 S  3 3 3  1 6 1 
Whea t ( a cr es ) 3 4 4  1 67 - - s o  1 4 0  1 4 4  - - 6 7  I 7 0  
Not e : a l l  fig ur e s r epr e sent 1 0 0  t imes th� a c t ua l  va l ue s  o f  the g r o up 
aver ag e s . 
Sour ce s : 2E ·  ci t . , Tab l e  I .  
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The larger numbers of cattle and dairy cows kept bY. the foreign 
group ,  as a whole , are essential ly due to the presence of the Scots and 
Engl ishmen within it . As an individual case ,  an Englishman by the name 
of Gabri lla  Jordan then owned 65 cattle and 25 dairy cows , whi l e  at the 
same time managed to have only 10 acres t i l led . There is l i tt le doubt 
that he is ident ified as more of a cattleman than a regular farmer . 
The fair s ize of his holding - 160 acres - had li ttle restrict ion on 
his operation for as late as 190 1  the county plat map sti l l  identi fied 
a large tract of land in meadow in the adjacent township ( Tl02 R60 ) 
(49) . The Scott ish-Engl ish interest in commercial ranching over the 
West River is a case wel l-ment ioned in the state ' s  history ( 50 ) . The 
present finding, however , shows that the same ranching activity by 
these same kinsmen , though in a smal ler scale , was also prevalent in 
the eastern part of the state . 
The eastern farmers had also kept sizab le herds of cat t l e  and 
dairy cows . But , un l ike the Scot-Engl ish group , they also had 
considerab le acres planted , hence , their ranching interest appears to 
have been less pursued s ingle-mindedly.  
The volume of l ivestock kept , as a sign of weal th ,  manages to 
distinguish these two groups from the rest . Farmers of lesser means 
could hardly afford to assume operat ion in such a grand scale at the 
beginning,  so that , in general , they had to resort to more act ive 
plant ing. 
Among our "common farmers , "  differences are evident between 
those of nat ive and foreign or igins . The northern interior farmers , at 
this t ime, preferred catt le to dairy cows , whi le the foreign farmers 
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and their immediate descendants show a reverse interest in these same 
stocks . The difference reflects not on ly the better expert ise of 
dairying among the foreign groups but also their larger s ize of fami ly 
for the provision of more intens ive labor required of the caring of a 
dai rying herd . As already ment ioned , al l foreign groups , with the 
exception of the Irish , had planted more wheat than corn , and this 
agrees with the same content ion by Bogue ( 5 1 ) . 
The Irish farmers , at this t ime , did most poorly _ in comparison 
with a l l  other groups . Apart from dairy cows , other agricul tural items 
have l it t le or no showing among them . Their total omiss ion of hogs and 
dis interest in neat cat t le represent , if not a pure neglect , a special 
emphasis that is fundamentally deviant from the normal pattern of 
Midwestern farming . Whether this poor showing is due to the tenaci ty 
of their tradit ional way, their difficulty in cultural ly adapt ing to 
the new environmental condi t ion , or to their general ly poor performance 
could alter l i ttle the l ikel ihood of the g�eater adjustment problem 
they had to face in  the future . 
Between the Germans and the Scandinav ians , the two most 
populous nat ionalit ies found wi thin the county, the differences l ie in 
the relative proportions of diverse agricultural i tems .  Whi l e  the 
Scandinav ians had devoted about twice as much land to wheat than corn , 
the Germans had the two crops planted in equal acreage . In fact , their 
even-handed devot ion to every farm item points to the versat i l ity of 
the German farmers . 
D ifferences among the American native farmers hinge on the 
quest ion of the diffus ion of regional agricul tural pat terns over the 
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. continent . The s ign ificance of this process can be exemplified by the 
genesis of Midwestern agricul ture , i tself being the hybrid of the New 
England and southern types when these two cultural st reams met in the 
eastern woodland area ( 52 ) . S imilari ly,  the di fferent experiences of 
the di fferent nat ive groups always contribute to the . enrichment of an 
area ' s agriculture . 
Already mentioned i s  the predominant emphasis of the Yankee 
farmers on catt le rais ing. Quite unexpected is the fact that the 
farmers from the Upper-lake s tates , then consisting chiefly of the 
states of Michigan and Wiscons in , raised more corn than wheat , as this 
region has been wel l identified as a wheat-and-dairying region . 
Nonetheless , this region is also known to have had a subs istence stage 
of agriculture preceding the frontier phase , wherein corn and hogs were 
also involved . The present comparat ive figures may wel l  point to their 
mere repeti t ion of this same preliminary pattern . Compared with al l 
other nat ive groups , the Midwestern farmers planted the least corn but , 
at the same time , had the greatest number of hogs proportional to corn 
acreage, showing the premedi t ated manner in which they introduced the 
com-hogs combinat ion pattern into this area . 
The sharp take-off rates in corn and hog product ion during the 
first ten years are l ikely credited to the influx of the Midwestern 
farmers in that same t ime , for as late as 1900 the states of Iowa and 
I l l inois sti l l  ranked first and third as the suppliers of native 
migrants ( 53 ) . Hav ing had longer farming experiences in the prairie 
environment ,  they could best serve as local mentors of agri culture for 
others to imitate . For some foreign farmers , the early prob lem of 
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adjustment could be tough, but through t ime their accult urat ion to the 
standard mode of the area appears to be certain . 
Before civ i l  organizat ions were ins t ituted in place , kinship 
relationships functi oned as the principal communi ty b inding force, and 
this force was not the least lessened over the distance of migrat ion . 
Settlement frequently involved the transplantation of a whol e  colony of 
the same kin and not the isolated movements of s ingle fami l ies into a 
new area. Whi le the Norwegians and Swedes were especially prone to 
settle in such organi zed manner ,  other groups might show a simi lar 
tendency. 
Ethni c  clustering between . 1909 and 1910 is shown in Map 5 ,  
which is based on informat ion from the Populat ion Census Manuscript and 
the county atlas of the respect ive years . Lacking the earl ier 
informat ion , one does not know for certain how these ethn ic areas had 
become so evolved . Nevertheless , one can reasonably assume that the 
core areas of the different ethnic groups remained relatively unchanged 
through· the years . 
As shown , the Germans were the most populous foreign ethnic 
group found within the county. Their highest concentrat ion is found 
mainly in the southwest ,  maki ng Baker and most of Tob in ( Tl02 , R60 ; 
TlOl  R6 1 )  almos t sol id German townships . E lsewhere , they dispersed 
themselves randomly in the forms of minor clusters and individual 
farmsteads . The different t iming of their sett lement , as wel l  as the 
larger number of native-born among them, account for the diversi ty of 
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The Scandinav ians , as the second most populous group , form more 
of a sol id set t lement pattern than the Germans . The two primary 
national it ies within this group show l i t t le tendency to band together 
but located themselves in oppos ite corners of the county. The 
Norwegians are found principal ly in the northwes t ,  notab ly in Blendon 
and Mt . Vernon Townships ( Tl04 R62 ; Tl03 R62 ) , whi le the Swedes sett led 
in the south and southeas tern townships of Tob in ,  Rome ( TlO l R60 ) and 
especial ly Prosper . The Danes represent only a smal l number in Perry 
( Tl04 .  R60 ) and Rome Townships , but in both places , they associate 
themselves more with the Swedes than the Norwegians . 
To a lesser extent , the fewer Canadians and Irish tend also to 
settle within their own groups . 
Engl ish , together as a third 
On the other hand , the 
Engl ish-speak ing group , 
Scots and 
scat tered 
themselves most widely apart , showing l it t le if any kinship t ies among 
themselves . 
In addit i on t o  these major ethnic groups , there are also a few 
Dutch , and smal l numbers of Fre�ch and Central Europeans that together 
make up the " other" category . Because of their smal l numbers , no 
part icular pattern can be readily observed . 
The manner in which the various ethnic members scatter is 
just as s ignificant as the way they congregate ,  as the former i s  often 
a strong hint of social change . A separate farmstead from the core 
area of the same ethn icity can indicate the branching-off of the 
second-generation farmer , inter-cultural marriage and labor 
relat ionship . Many of these cases , in fact , had shown up during the 
ident i ficat ion process . 
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In a more exact way, the locat ional pat tern of the ethn ic 
phenomenon is easier described than explained. I t  is suggested 
elsewhere that some foreign groups tend to pick part icular s i tes 
bearing resemblance to their own home envi ronments . In the present 
situat ion ,  the most sol id Norwegian concentrat ion is found mainly 
within soi l  type 4 area, but whether this represents a general case 
about this part icular group is not certain without special 
understanding of their folkways . Among all other ethnic groups , no 
such - areal associat ion is evident . 
���!atiQ!! �g QemQgr�h!£ Qh�g� 
Rural population of the county in the four census years was 
reported as fol lows : 304 ; 3 105 ; 3206 ; 4 184 .  As evidenced from these 
figures , most of the gain had occurred in the first and final decades . 
A suggested model of the front ier populat ion change cons ists of 
initial periods of increase first due to in-migration and later through 
natural reproduct ive means . In the final period , the s ize of 
populat ion becomes stab l ized as the gain from natural increase b arely 
manages to make up for the loss due to out-migrat ion ( 54) . 
Testing of this model , however , requires information from v i tal 
statist ics about this populat ion in time and place. Such data 
unfortunately are largely incomplete (55 ) . Even without being exact , 
the raw populat ion figures as above presented are strong enough to 
dismiss the actual occurrence of the hypothetical pattern . Instead , 
these figures point wel l  to the boom-and-bust nature of change captured 
by historians fami l iar with the region . Historical ly , high and low 
settlement t ides always tai led-off after good or bad crop years , mak ing 
in- and out-migrat ions ext remely sporadic phenomena . 
As indicat ion of the same phenomena for the county , the 
foreign-born components of the state ' s  populat ion were 3 1% in 1885 , 26% 
in 1895 and 19 . 7� in 1905 . Therefore , most of the foreign migrants who 
came to the state did so during the first decade . S ince then , the 
decrease of the ir share was steady, not to be salvaged by the effect of 
the last boom.  Despite the smal l percentage of the foreign-born to the 
total in 1905 , some 54 . 3� of the state ' s  population was only one 
generat ion removed from foreign b i rth . This latter phenomenon captured 
the at tention of the state census superintendent because of its var ious 
social ramifications ( 56 ) . 
Urban population , un like the rural , had increased consist ent ly 
without being subject to wild fluctat ion . The figures on the city of 
Mitchell  alone stood at 2217 , 4055 and 6515 in the three census years 
beginn ing in 1890 . Urban populat ion growth outstripped rural growth 
s ince 1900 , reflecting the national trend toward increasing urbanism 
( 57 ) . 
The evolut ion of the population pyramid of a sample township , 
Perry , conforms to a change pattern typical of a developing area. 
Through t ime , the sex and age cohorts showed a more balanced 
apport ionment , and the pyramid ' s  shape had gained further resemb lance 
to the one hypothesized of a stationary populat ion ( Fig.  6 ) . 
Cons iderab ly more males , especial ly in the earl ier periods , 
make up the frontier populat ion .  Sex rat ios , expressed as the number of 
males per 100 females , were 1 16 ,  1 23 and 109 in the respect ive years of 
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S o ur c e s : Wa s hi ng t on D . C . , Na t i ona l Ar chi ve s , u . s . , D�par tment 
of Commer ce , B ur e a u  of the Cens us , "Ma nu scr i p t  Cen s u s , 
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1880 , 1900 and 1910 . In the · fi rst  year , the predominant male 
population between the ages 20 and 29 make up most of the imbalance . 
The sudden ris ing of the sex rat i o  in 1900 is quite unexpected, hint ing 
at the existence of some enigmatic situation .  An · examinati on shows 
that this rise is direct ly related to the fewer females between five 
and 29 years of age . That there were fewer young adult women than men 
can be explained by reasons assoc iated wi th their marriages or their 
absorption into other kinds of occupat ions than farming ( 58) . For the 
girls in their late chi ldhood and early teens , the reason is not so 
explicit . As a possib i lity ,  it can be speculated that during the 
preceding period of economic hardship, out-migrat ion might often 
involve the leaving of a part of, and not of the whole fami ly,  for 
their former eastern homes . When cases l ike this happen , the gir ls 
would be more apt than boys to parti cipate due to their less act ive 
economic involvement in the front ier environment . 
Fert i l ity ratio , expressed as the number of that populati on 
less than f�ve years old per 1000 females between the ages of 15 and 
45 ,  measures the regenerat ive potent ial of the population as a whole .  
The figures stand at 830 , 556 and 494 i n  the three census years . In 
spi te of the missing informati on in 1890 , the large volume of natural 
increase during the first 15 years is expl ici t  in the widening of the 
base of the 1900 population pyramid. 
Indices of aging ,  expressed as the number o f  chi ldren under 15 
per 100 persons over 65 ,  are figured at 0 ,  2 and 4 at these same census 
years . Whi le the populat ion of the township as a whole had been aging 
consistently, the proport ion of its labor force - between 15 and 65 
years of age - had fluctuated somewhat , 
60 , 57 and 61 in the three years . 
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with the respect ive figures of 
The last land boom notab ly 
revitalized the county ' s  populat ion by inducing more young people into 
the county. 
r�.r� is!�n£� 
Among those who final ly arrived at this new count ry,  many had 
no intent ion to stay any longer than needed for the convers ion of their 
new · ·land tit les into a salab le coDDDodi ty.  Others did plan to res ide 
permanent ly but fai led to do so because of pure bad luck . In either 
case , the resul t  is the creation of isolated but numerous instances of 
agricultural set-back that , except in some extraordinary t ime such as 
during the 1890 ' s ,  had always been hidden from the county ' s s tat istics . 
These individual . cases of successes and fai lures contain important 
informati on on the process of change and deserve proper gauging. 
Whereas the cont inuance of agricultural growth is sustained 
through the act of persistence , the abi l i ty to do so varies from 
indiv idual to individual . Presumab ly, the social , economic and 
cul tural backgrounds of the individuals underl ine the difference . In 
addit ion to these pass ive elements , one would further want to know what 
the persisters themselves had successful ly done to master the changing 
circumstances , and how wel l  they had achieved in the end . 
Because of the l imited primary sources , the present theme of 
pers istence concerns the original populat ion only, whi le leaving out 
al l later comers from the scope . To identify the persisters within the 
populat ion , individual heads of households , together with their fami ly 
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members , are retraced in the county tax books of the three subsequent 
decennial years . Secondly , in order to reduce the volume of work 
involved, the above identificat ion process is followed wi thin the 
township framework . Because. of these special procedures , persistence 
acquires a condit ional meaning .  This is t o  say that some individuals 
who actual ly st i l l  resided in the county have to be omitted . These 
indiv iduals include those who : 1 )  had fai led to become a landowner , 2 )  
had moved out o f  the township t o  another one within the county, and/or 
3) had moved into towns within the county. 
A total of 45 individuals can thus be identified as having had 
res ided in the county for at least ten years . The actual number should 
be somewhat greater or small er for the reasons explained above . To 
match this group of persisters , another 45 individuals are randomly 
selected from the rest of the 1880 populat ion , termed as the quitters . 
The results of their various group characterist ics were then compi led 
and tabulated in Tables I I I-A, B and C .  
As can be expected,  al l persis ters general ly began with larger 
households . The average ages between the two groups show l ittle 
difference , although their median ages do di ffer by two years . 
Overal l ,  the social differences between the two groups are s l ight ; _ yet 
the nature of these differences make clear suggestions . 
Evidently, young married adults with two children approaching 
working age make perfect homesteaders . Not only do fami l ial t ies tend 
to bind them to their newly founded homes , but also their farm helpers 
are readi ly avai l ab le , hence , 
'
the greater l ikel ihood for the i r  ear ly 
agricultural success , which , in turn , reinforces their original 
soci a l  
Char a ct er -
i s  t i c s  
Ag e 
Mean 
Med i a n  
Avg . s i z e  
o .f ho u s ehold 
TABLE 3 
PERS ISTENCE : 
A :  SOC IAL CHARACTER IST ICS 
Gr oup s  
Pe-r s i ster s 
t o  t o  to to 
1 8 7 9  1 889 1 899 1909 
I 3 6 . 2  34 . 4  3 2 . 2  3 5 . 0  3 3 . 0  3 2 . 0  
4 . 1 4 . 0  4 . 3  
Qui tter s 
be for e 
1 889 
3 6 . 1  
3 3 . 0  
3 . 7 
Not e : a l l val ue s  w i th r e spects to age and s i z e  o f  
hous ehold ar e ba s ed on the 1 880 Census 
d e s cr iption onl y �  i . e . , individua l s  who 
per s i sted to 1 889 would age at 4 6 . 2  instead 
o f  3 6 . 2  in 1 889 . 
sour ce s : Wa shing ton D . C . , Feder a l  Ar chives , QE .  ci t . , 
Tab l e  I �  Dav i son County ,  South Dakota , "Tax 
Li st s ; 1 889 : 1 899 � 1 90 9 " ( 1 889 , 1 899 , 1 9 0 9 ) . 
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B :  ETHNI C ITY 
' 
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, .. 
t o  t o  t o  
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TABLE 3 ( Cont ' d )  
PERS ISTENCE 
C :  ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS 
Gr oup s  
Economi c 
char acter ­
i st i c s  
P er s i ster s  Qui tter s 
Avg . Farm 
size ( a cr e s )  
Farm v a l ue 
per acr e  ( $ )  
Avg . Live stock 
v a l ue ( $ ) 
in 
1 87 9  
2 1 3 . 7  
3 . 4  
2 1 5 . 4  
in 
* 1 889 
24 0 . 0  
3 . 8  
3 3 2 . 6  
in in in 
*1899 *1909 1 87 9  
2 67 . 4 340 . 5  1 9 2 . 6  
4 . 6  1 0 . 1  3 . 2  
-- n . d . a . -- 1 7 2 . 5  
* Fig ur e s  und er these year s ar e ba sed on the d e s cr ipti ons 
fr om the county tax li st . 
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intention to stay .  On the other hand, single young men wi th their 
usual propens ity to shift from place to place were numerous in the 
pioneer landscape , and their presence in the qui tter group largely 
explains the group ' s lower average social values . 
Among the pers isters themselves , those who had res ided 
longest also had the youngest beginning ages . This is naturally 
the 
the 
case because of the longer t ime they could spare before their deaths or 
retirements . The greater size of household among the longest 
persisters is mainly due to the present method of enumerat ion : the 
larger one ' s fami ly is , the greater the chance that one or more of his 
offsprings can be picked up from the later tax books . 
Economical ly,  the persisters started out in better shape than 
the qui tters in terms of both farm s ize and farm value characteris t ics . 
As shown in the previous correlation matrix , these two variab les 
interact only wi th the economic variab les . Farm value , in part icular , 
correlates strongly with the number of horses , which is itself a s trong 
indicator of wealth status in the front ier community. The fact that 
the pers isters were presently owning larger and more valuable farms , 
therefore , tel ls of their relat ive economic wel l-being .  Conzen ' s  
"Wisconsin Township Study b�tween 1840 and .
l880 " shows that among the 
later comers to that township , the pers isters also began with larger 
and more valuab le farms (59) . Together , these results can quite apt ly 
reflect the his torial trend away from smal l and toward increas ing scale 
of operations . The whole phenomenon can be capsul ized in the fol lowing 
statement : 
It  ( the new farming) was an industry with many economic 
classes . On the top were the farmers with capital who could 
afford to expand their  operat ions and purchase the latest 
machinery. On the bottom were the farm laborers , the share­
croppers , the tenants , the heavi ly mortgaged smal l farmers 
who had more in common with the underpaid factory workers 
than the upper-class or capital ist farmers . Agricul ture 
becBDle a highly compet itive bus iness , and many small farmers 
found it increas ingly difficult to retain their place on the 
land ( 60 ) . 
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Through t ime , the farm s ize of the persisters changed in a way 
s t.i lar to the average individual ' s ( see Fig . 3 ) . As for the farm 
value ,  the comparative pattern is not s o  readi ly discerned due t o  the 
incons istency of the data sources . For various reasons , farm value 
assessed by the county official for tax purpose had been consi stent ly 
lower than that reported in the censuses ( 61 ) , but , in spi te of this , 
the pers isters ' farm value showed signs of sure gain through the years . 
Their gain between 1889 and 1899 in contrast to the loss by the 
county ' s average individual , in particular , shows that the pers isters 
themselves were l itt le affected economical ly during the period of 
recess ion .  Their subsequent gain , however , was at a rate less than 
that of the average farmer . The already higher value of their land, 
plus the fact that other farmers were now drastically boost ing their 
land prices in keeping with the compet it ive demand in this last boom 
period,  may explain the persisters ' lower rate of gain . Paradoxical ly, 
the pers isters had less than their fair share in the new prosperity 
after having had survived through the worst time . 
That the burden of cont inuous ly upkeeping the land is unequal ly 
shared between the foreign and the nat ive-horns is again indicated in 
the comparat ive figures in Tab le I I I-B . Among the foreign-born , more 
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than twice as many in i t ially decided to stay on than to depart ,  a feat 
that has no paral lel in any one of the native-born groups . 
Furthermore , their ·subsequent dropout rate is also the lowest among 
all groups by geographical origin of b irth .  
For the foreign-born who spoke no Engl ish,  the pers istence 
rate is even higher . Three t imes as many of them init ially decided to 
stay as .to leave . 
The present categorization of groups by language spoken is 
predicated on the cons iderat ion of occupat ional mob i l i ty.  The 
phenomenon of having secondary occupations has been widespread among 
the early homesteaders . Nearby , the rai lroad company and other service 
industries located in towns and cit ies had many offerings . As an 
unusual case,  Mrs . Al len Johnson ' s  father had kept his company j ob in 
Chicago , whi le he st i l l  managed , at the same time, to maintain his 
preempted quarter sect ion a mi le north of the county l ine ( 62 ) . For 
those who could not speak any Engl ish, the chance to be involved in 
jobs other than farming was s l ight , hence , the greater l ike l ihood for 
them to remain in the rural area. This contention gains further 
credence fro. the high ini t ial dropout rate among their immediate 
descendants , who , no doub t , had perfected their language abi l i ty .  
Among the nat ive-born ,  the init ial dropout rate between the 
Eastern and Midwestern groups is comparable to each other ; both had 
sl ight ly more of their members disappear by the end of the first ten 
years . On the other hand, of the Eastern natives remaining in the 
county, the number had been diminishing at a much sharper rate than did 
the Midwestern natives with the increas ing length of t ime . This 
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phenomenon may again t ie itse l f  to the greater occupat ional mob i l ity of 
the Eastern group . 
Among those who were born in the Upper-lake states , there were 
twice as many quit ters as pers isters fro. the beginning,  making this 
the least persistent of al l groups . The reason for t heir poor 
performance was largely based on their poor adaptat ion to envi ronmental 
conditions in this new home . Geographical ly, this region is still  
within the Eastern woodl and area wherein the condit ion is un iquely 
different from what is found on the prairie. Recal l ing, also , t heir 
poor agricultural performance at this t ime ( Tab le I I ) , it may wel l  
appear that they sti l l  had not been able t o  catch up with the new t rend 
toward increas ing scale of farm operat ions . 
Although i t  is clear that the persisters had throughout been 
doing wel l  economical ly , i t  is not poss ib le to find out in the context 
of this study how they managed to do so with their particular farming 
strategies due to the absence of individual _agricultural informat ion in 
the subsequent census years . The study by Conzen , however , shows that 
agricultural ly the pers isters normal ly part icipate early in the trend 
away from the former mode of farming ( 63 ) . In other words , these 
individuals common ly belong to the most innovat ive element of the 
farming populat ion .  
Even among the persisters themselves , continuous ly occupying 
the same farm s ite from year to year represents a case being more rare 
than ordinary. In an effort to reidenti fy the locations of the 
pers isters ' farms in a samp le township , Prosper , it was discovered that 
cons iderable movement had taken place among them. When attenti on is  
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focused on their distribut ion ins tead, the temporal change in the 
clustering pattern stands out . A Chi-Square test of randomness in the 
2 
distribut ion of the pers is ters ' farms yields the results of� =4 . 93 ,  
1 3 . 18 and 10 . 50 in the three respective years ( App . I I I ) . At eight 
degrees of freedom , the 1899 Chi-Square value corresponds c losely to 
0 . 1 l evel of stat istical s igni ficance , meaning that the degree of 
clustering in this part icular year is least likely a result of chance 
occurrence alone . 
In 1889 the locations of the pers isters ' farms were scattered 
most randomly about the township.  By this time , the high tide of 
settlement had just subs ided, and the crowded landscape precluded 
l iberal action of locat ional adjustment . When new additions are made , 
adjacent lots were often not available,  resulting in  multiple holdings 
that spread mi les apart . This is evidently the case for landowners 8 
and C (Map 6-a) . 
From the vantage point of the persi�ters , the advantage of the 
economic depression is the creat ion of many vacant acreages obtainab le 
through purchase and exchange ( App . IV) . This , coup led wi th the 
lowering of land price during this period , serves as a st rong 
inducement for them to make timel y  s i te adjustments . 
As can be seen , the new cluster pattern had a st rong tendency 
to be formed along the course of the Enemy Creek and i ts tributaries . 
Among the pers isters , landowners B ,  C ,  E and F( i )  had ei ther gained new 
access or maintained their exist ing ones to the water . Decidedly ,  
access to the water had st i l l  remained as a primary factor o f  farm 
location after 20 years of pioneer experience . 
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The des ire to leave behind the poorer s ites is just  as strong 
as the striving to obtain the more favorable ones . Of the persi sters 
found in 1889 , two ( Landowners I and J) had disappeared in the next ten 
years . Both , incidental ly , previous ly had their farms , or parts of 
their farms , located ins ide the soil associat ion 1 area . Of the other 
two farms found there in that same earl ier year , farm G had later been 
relocated a couple of mi les east of the soi l associat i on l ' s  areal 
boundary. The only persister ' s  farm that had been ab le to hold fast 
( farm D )  was fortunate enough to have the service of a small  tributary 
to the Twelve-mile Creek , even though its size had suffered cons iderb le 
contract ion s ince then . The descript ion of this particular soi l  
associat ion identi fies i t  as being low i n  ferti l ity , eas i ly depleted in 
moisture , less suitab le to deep-rooted crops and, at any rate,  was the 
least favorab le soi l  associat ion found in the township ( 64 ) . 
Socially, the emergence of second-generat ion landowners 
contributes also to the highest �luster pattern . As is seen , landowner 
F( i )  began part ly b y  splitt ing off a port ion o f  her parent ' s  farm . 
Landowners B ( i )  and A ( i )  also had their farms situated close to t hose 
of their parents . In either case , the increase in farm un its in an 
already narrowed area gives rise to the highest Chi-Square value in 
this part icular year . 
In 1909 , the configuration of the pers isters ' farms remained 
pretty much the same as ten years prev ious ly. The smal ler number of 
farm units remaining in this last  year causes a related lowering of the 
Chi-Square value . In this concluding period ,  three more original 
farmers had dropped from the scene , presumab ly due to marriage and old 
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age . Of those remaining in 1909 , almost al l stayed at the same s i tes 
as they occupied in 1899 . If these locational patterns of the 
pers isters 
population , 
can be cited as being representative of the 
it is seen that a state of stab l ization had set in 




diminishing soi l  product ivity became a general areal phenomenon , many 
farmers also came to the real izat ion that the mere acquis i t ion of 
better and sti l l  better land brings no final solut ion by the way of 
profi t .  Instead, it may seem that more can be gained through shrewd 
management and by changing one ' s  old mode of farming, if it need b e ,  so 
as to take the ful l est advantage of one ' s exist ing site . 
!��!! �iff����1!!1!Q� Qf �Q£�! �g�i£�!1Y��: !h� ��Q Qf 1h� ��g!��!�g 
At the eve of the 20th century , much of the area' s agri cultural 
pattern had been estab l ished. Hogs and cattle product i on ,  be ing 
representative of the apex of the Midwestern agricultural enterprise , 
remained stabl ized at a high level . In order to sus tain their top 
level of l ivestock yield, most farmers , at this time , would find i t  
advisable t o  devote more o f  their fields t o  feed crops and less t o  
wheat and hay , thus molding the area' s modern farming pattern ( 65 ) . 
As already has been described, the county, as a s tat ist ical 
unit was soon incorporated into the state ' s  farming area I I ,  which ,  in 
turn , is regarded as belonging to the Corn Be lt region . An essent ial 
factor to the speeding up of this regionalizat ion process is that of 
the ris ing land price . In the earl ier years when the land price was 
low, there was enough freedom for one to choose whichever item to be 
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raised from his farm and s t i l l  he was ab le to make a profi t .  When the 
profit margin had became smal l er through t ime , the farming options had 
narrowed down to a few that had proven to be the most viab le ones . The 
geographical distance of the area to its external market and its 
special physical characterist ics , to a great extent , define the ideal 
farming option for that area . 
Yet the same factors that cause the areal coalescence of 
agricultural characterist ics also lead to the discriminat ion of areal ly 
dissimi lar patterns . In fact , areal different iation and 
regionalization are the same phenomenon viewed from s l ight ly different 
angles and in different spatial contexts .  Even within an area as smal l 
as a county , somet imes the presence of an urban center and a 
t ransportation route , and the variat ion of local topography, can cause 
agricultural characterist ics to vary in such a manner that certain 
associat ive characterist ics can be observed . 
A s imple cartographical method for the demarcat ion of 
homogeneous farming areas had been devised by Jones ( 66 ) . In his 
related s tudy of Midwestern agriculture , he was ab le to delineate four 
special ly defined farming-type areas , namely ,  commercial l ivest ock 
farming, commercial grain farming, l ivestock ranching, and dairying . 
Essentially ,  this method uti l izes a series o f  isol ine maps , each based 
on a careful ly chosen criterion . Through superimpos it ion of the map 
upon one another , and by observing appropriately the relat ive changes 
in the isol ine gradient the di fferent patterns can be segregated . 
The weighing of different criteria varies in different cases . 
. For the commercial farming type , for example ,  the percentage of 
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cult ivated land to total land area should be weighed more heav i ly than 
the res t , and the same sense of judgment should be appl ied to the other 
cases ( see App . V) . Admi ttedly, this method contains many subject ive 
and arbi tary elements .  Speci fical ly,  this impl ies that such boundary 
l ines were at best hazy ones , and they do not represent the sharp break 
of phenomenon to which they profess . 
As the 1905 and 1915 State Censuses contain township 
agricultural data,  i t  is possible to repeat the same exerci se on the 
county , and the final result is now shown in Map 7 .  The criteria used 
presently remain the same as those in the previous study , whi le their 
comb inat ion characterist ics in al l four types differ due to the 
difference in the range of values between the present and the former 
studies . As a result of this , the part icular farming areas in the 
present map have no exact correspondence with their counterparts in the 
previous one in the quantitat ive sense , in spite of their s imi lar 
naming . Final ly , i t  needs mention ing that these farming types are so 
named as to indicate their deviat ions from the area' s norm to their 
patterns only in a relative ,  and not in any absolute sense. This leads 
to a further real izat ion that these phenomena indeed deviate much less 
in a county area than do in a larger area such as the whole Middle 
West . 
Explanation of the farming-type map wi l l  require its comparison 
with other areal sources , and the foremost among these concerns the 
physical landscape . Phys ical ly, the relat ive "roughness" of the land 
is especially important to the far.ing pattern because of its overal l 
effects on both soi l and machinery operation .  Already , the nature of 
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local terrain can be viewed from the bas ic contour map (Map 1 ) , but for 
the purpose of a more precise , ready visual comparison , the local 
terrain should best be expressed in cont inuous point values 
represent ing the average percentage gradients of different locales 
( 67 ) . Methodologica l ly ,  the l atter areal figures can be arrived at by 
the counting of contour l ines by an unit distance , and the use of a 
special formula ( 68 ) . These different point values so ob tained over 
the county area wi l l  then become the bas is of the isol ine map (Map 8 ) . 
A visual comparison of the two maps reveals an extremely strong 
conformity of the respective spat ial patterns . Expectedly, the grain 
farming-type area covers the flat test land ,  namely, those places having 
the gradient values of 1 . 1% and less . These correspond to the del ta 
area of Perry Township , the plains area in Blendon and Rome Townships , 
and the high flat area in Baker and Union ( Tl02N; R60W) Townships . With 
reference to the nature of surface materials , it should be noted that 
most of these areas are wel l-t i l led ,  and the uni formi ty of this pattern 
is interrupted only by the occurrence of narrow strips of ancient 
stream bed ( App . V II ) . The general levelness of these areas lends 
itself to the sui tab i l ity of more intens ive cult ivat ion . Among these 
four grain farming areas in the county, the one in the southwestern 
sect ion , where the proport ional wheat acreage is also the highest in 
the county ( App . IX-c ) stands out as the most typical one ( 69) . 
To the other ext reme , the ranching-type area occupies on ly the 
roughest terrain in the county. From i ts center in Lisbon Township 
( Tl02N; R61W) , it arcs narrowly northeastward to cross over the lower 
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of its distributaries . To the southwest ,  i t  fans itself off so as to 
conform i ts shape to the edge of a gorge there . · In this farming-type 
area, heav i ly dissected morainic ridges interspersed with ancient 
stream beds , as wel l as stony outcrops and sandy river val ley bottoms 
make up a good port ion of the land , result ing in its high slope value . 
Consequently, more land is i n  pasture and hay than anywhere else . 
Livestock farming, referring principal ly to hogs and catt le 
feeding, takes up the intermediate areas . The topographical features 
found herein vary from place to place . From Badger ( Tl04N ; R61W) to 
Mt . Vernon , and from Tobin to between Prosper and Rome Townships , the 
land surface has changed from being predominant ly t i l l  to morainic . 
Interes tingly, these areas do not have the highest percentage of their 
land in corn . Neverthe less , the latter figures vary on ly s l ight ly over 
space and by actual amount ( App . IX-B ) . No contradict i on is , 
therefore , impl ied .  
Likewise , different kinds o f  surface features appear i n  the 
dai rying area . Here deep gorges cut by the Firesteel Creek and the 
James River , and a number of smal l isolated morainic ridges render some 
diversty to the general flatness of the landscape . The importance of 
dairying in this area is undoubtedly associated with the presence of 
the city of Mitche l l  and a north-south rai lroad l ine , and is l it t le 
related to the area ' s topography . 
Economically,  land value also plays i ts role in the pos i t i on ing 
of the local farming types . Although the State Censuses of 1905 and 
1915 have no report on land value , i t  is possib le to assume , for the 
moment , that land value decreases with increas ing distance from the 
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central market , in. a manner only to reiterate what is pos tulated in the 
economic theory of land rent . In the area most adjacent to urban 
center , land value is the highest .  Here the farmer is forced to reduce 
the size of his holding while , at the same time, special izing in 
products and produces that wi l l  give him the highest economic return 
per unit of land. On the other hand, in the areas farther away , where 
land becomes less expens ive , the farmer can afford to engage in a more 
extensive type of agriculture over a larger farm. In Von Thunen ' s  
locat ional model of agri cultural act ivit ies ,  one wi l l  thus find 
concentric zones of agricultural types with decreasing intensi ty away 
from the urban center over a hypothet ical homogeneous plain ( 70 ) . By 
adaptat ion , the present farming types of dai rying, l ivestock farming , 
grain farming and l ivestock ranching, in their right order , represent a 
decreas ing scale of farming sophisticati on , and so the relat ive spacing 
among them should be in such a way as to be comparab le to the above 
model led pattern . 
Fol lowing a l ine straight south from Mitchel l ,  where the change 
in s lope is gradual , the actual locat ional pattern had st rong 
conformity with the hypothetical one as the dai ring yields increas ingly 
to the livestock farming ,  which, in turn , yields to the grain farming 
type. Yet ,  if  this l ine is drawn northward , northwestward or 
southwes tward across the county from the same point , the app l icab i l ity 
of the locat ional model i s  no longer so evident as the change in s l ope 
becomes more abrupt and errat ic along the way. The rough terrain in 
the central and northeastern sections of the county proves to be the 
mos t disruptive element precluding the ideal spat ial pat tern , so that 
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the ranching , instead of the l ivestock farming type , appears between 
the dairying and grain farming areas . 
A further observat ion reveals that the ranching type area also 
coincides with the area of the latest settlement , and the suggest ion 
is made that this part icular farming type could be t ied as much to the 
general primit ive stage of areal development as to the part icular 
topographical features . Part icularly reveal ing is that the 190 1  county 
atlas identifies a sheep . ranch in sections 25 , 35 and 36 of Beulah 
ToWnship ( Tl03N; R61W) with a person by the name of N .  L.  Davison , who 
would, in most l ikelihood, be an hei r  to the same pioneer individual 
who once ranged his cat t le in the vicinity of the Firesteel Creek ( 7 1 ) . 
This individual example may wel l  be taken as a reflecti on of a general 
phenomenon in which the hard-core ranchers found themselves being 
cornered into this poorer area as the better land surrounding had, by 
. now, largely gone into the hands of the regular farmers . 
With a further lapse of time , even such a l ingering trace of 
the ranching era would be erased from the scene . In fact , the census 
figures show that between 1905 and 1915 the acreage of farm land in 
Lisbon Township had increased from 1 1 , 324 to 19 , 838 , a gain of 75% , to 
be compared with only 1 1 . 67% for the county in the same peri od. As for 
the acreage of plowed land , the gain is just as phenomenal , with the 
respective figures of 178% and 65% for the township and the county . 
Even without recourse to further census figures , it is st i l l  poss ib le 
to bel ieve that improvement in this area would continue at a s imilar 
greater rate for some length of t ime . The evidence , therefore , 
suggests that the ranching act iv i ty in this area was only transitional 
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before better use of the land was made , as though this was a repet it ion 
of the same process the county , as a whole,  went through earlier . · 
On the other hand, the poorer qual ity of land and the smal ler 
farm unit in the ranching-type area imposed a t ight lid to i ts future 
growth. This area would l ikely remain dist inguished from the res t of 
the county even after its land use adjustment was completed. On a 
first-come fi rst-serve bas is , those who arrived late found most of the 
better land was gone , so that the farming business became increas ingly 
difficult to begin at the clos ing t ime of the frontier . 
Representat ive land use patterns for the different farming-type 
areas are shown in Fig. 7 .  As a distinguishing feature from these 
diagrams , the absolute acreage in corn in all areas remains essential ly 
equal regardless of the differences in farm size and other land use 
characteristics .  For example , in the ranching and dai rying areas , 
where the proport ion of plowed land to the total is small ,  corn acreage 
is ab le to maintain itself through the shrinkage in wheat acreage . On 
the other hand, in areas special iz ing in grain farming , the overriding 
importance of the wheat crop cannot alter the fixed place for corn due 
to the already large proport ion of land under the p lough . 
The various land use patterns shown in these diagrams bas i cally 
reflect the part icular nature of farming economies in the respect ive 
areas . The dai rying and ranching areas , for example , have the greatest 
proport ions of their farm land in hay and pas ture . 
With the exception of one area, farm s izes among the various 
farming areas differ in a way we expect .  Large farms in grain 
farming areas , medium in the l ivestock farming areas , and smal l ones in 
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the dairying area mere ly reflect the gradat ion in the intensi ty of 
agricultural land use .  The smal les t  farms found i n  the ranching area, 
however , are a cont radict i on to the economic principle . This 
abnormal ity is due to the competi tion of many late comers for the 
already l imited space . 
The present . map of local farming-type areas , by us ing the 
running means between the 1905 and 1915 data,  was decided upon only 
after further reflection ,  and is based on the intention to offset the 
temporal fluctuat ion of the data values . The original dec i s ion , 
however , was to use the 1 905 figures alone , and the resultan t  map is 
now presented in Appendix X. 
In 1905 , the dairying area was still  centered at Lisbon and 
western Prosper Townships . The highest milk product ion area , itse lf 
being the principal cri terion behind this farming area, is  actual ly 
much larger to the south and includes port ions of northwestern Rome and 
northeastern Tob in Townships . Taken together , these areas coincide 
wi�h the area of the densest Swedish sett lement . The present areal 
associat ion between the Swedish populat ion and dairying indust ry merely 
helps in adding support to s imi lar opin ions . made by numerous other 
wri ters . The present significance l ies in the observation that between 
1905 and 1915 the dai rying area migrated eastward to cover the city of 
Mitchell and became elongated along the rai lroad l ine . The resul t ,  
therefore , serves to i l lus t rate that even in these clos ing dates of the 
frontier ,  the cont inuous t ransference of influence from cultural 
tradi t ion to economic funct ion on an agricultural act iv ity was s t i l l  in 
force . 
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Chapter VI : In!!i!�!i�n! 
By the time most Midwestern states were developing their 
manufacturing bases , the Great Plains settlement had just commenced. 
Regional differences in economic funct ion were immediately apparent as 
the eastern Plains became primari ly a staple-producing region , whereas 
the final market ing of its produce and its general suppl ies had to be 
relied on the activit ies of b ig firms located far to the eas t . 
Terminal agricultural markets and big wholesale houses were then 
coneent rated in the few cit ies of Chicago , Duluth and Minneapol is ;  
thus , the new farm land o f  Dakota s imply became a new tributary area to 
these eastern cities .  The regular farmer , however , had no direct 
deal ing with these eas tern enterprenuers . Rather , mos t of his 
transact ions were done locally through the elevator man , banker and 
store owner , who functioned essent ial ly as a mediator between the two . 
�Q£�! !r�!EQr1�1!Q� 
Local ly,  commodity movement was mainly from farms to towns , 
wi th the wagon being the main mode of transportat ion . Grain was 
stacked in sacks in the wagon carts , only to be carried to a nearby 
elevator . Livestock was driven in herds to local stockyards for 
shipping. 
The earl iest transportat ion routes were essent ial ly footpaths 
developed along l ine of least phys ical res istance . With increas ing 
usage , many of these paths were later widened into trails that were 
capab le of accommodat ing wagon traffic . At one time ,  quite an 
extens ive network of t rai ls had existed within the county (Map 9 ) . 
/' 
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MAP 9 :  LOCAL TRA IL S , 1 9 0 1  
Sour ce : Frank E .  Peter son, . TWentieth Century 
Atla s of Davi son County, South Dakota 
(Vermillion, South Dakota : By the 
author , 1901 ) . 
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Bes ides the historical mai l  route along the James River , others , like a 
particular one mentioned as running north-west from Ethan V i l lage to 
Chameny Creamery in Prosper Township , were known by local inhabi tants 
( 72 ) . Travel in the rainy seasons , as it is frequent ly said,  was a 
nuisance upon these trai ls . Yet , the actual condit ion of these dirt 
roads was not as poor as claimed. A mai l carrier in Lake County once 
commented that he st i l l  preferred the o ld prairie roads , adding that 
they were the best except where gravel was being used . Ironi cal ly, 
when gravel was laid,  b lack dirt and clay were found pi led up year 
after year on top of the road so that the road became worse than the 
original ( 73 ) . 
The indicat i on is that up to at least 1886, these old trai ls 
were st i l l  in wide use ( 74 ) . Increas ingly , they yielded to a new 
network of access roads that ran essen tial ly north-south and east-west 
along section l ines . The fencing of farms and increas ing til lage of 
fields undoubtedly uprooted some of the o_ld trails . Yet , the county 
at las of 1901 st i l l  shows remnants of them with some interes t ing 
patterns . Sometimes a trail is found running diagonal ly across a ful l  
sect ion , terminat ing abrupt ly at the junct ion with the next access 
road. Conversely , the 
discont inued in places , 
ful l  length of an access road would be found 
to be rejoined with both ends by a short , 
winding trail ,  especi ally where breaks in physical features are 
apparent .  Taken together , these intenaittent tl"'1!ri!s· exhibit two most 
discernible patterns to the northwest and southwest of the city of 
Mitchel l .  Whatever their historical origins , there seems to be little 
doubt that their continuous usage of them by the herdsmen for the 
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driving of their herds helped their preservat ion . 
Much of the work done on local roads was entrusted to local 
superv isors (members of v i l lage or township boards) who represented 
different road districts into which the township was conveniently 
divided ( 75 ) . Before 1907 , a state polit ical code directed these 
supervisors to "assi gn "  workmen and "warn" them to work ( 76) . The 
looseness of these terms suggests the vo luntary bas is upon which mos t 
of the roadwork was then undertaken . As long as the roadwork was 
within the township , it  would be regarded as a local prob lem,  to be 
resolved among the board members and their constituents in . some 
clannish way . Administrat ive prob lems developed only when a road lay 
along the township boundary . In this case , a coDDDon method was to 
divide the respons ib i l ity between the two township authorities for 
every one-and-a-half mile roadway ( 77 ) . 
M����!�ng r�cilit��� 
In 1887 there were five grain elevators in the county with a 
comb ined storage capcity of 47 , 000 bushels . By 191 1 these st ructures 
had increased to 17 , including five in Loomis , a new rai lroad town 
erected since 1887 . Together , these elevators could hold 350 , 000 
bushels of grain ( 78 ) . Grain stored in these elevators was shipped by 
rai l to terminal fac i l it ies in Chicago and Duluth , or to mi l lers in 
Minneapolis . 
Original ly, grain had to be marketed through the depot agents , 
but an elevator normally appeared a few months after the rai lroad 
arrived. Chain elevator companies usual ly operated by out-of-state 
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interests came in vogue early. As early as in 1887 , the Bassett and 
Hunt ing Company already owned four out of five elevators in the coun ty ;  
the remainding faci l i ty was a private elevator operated by the Farmers ' 
Al l iance ( 79 ) . These chain elevators did, in fact , monopol ize the 
local grain trade , and their interests were t ight ly guarded by the 
rai lroad companies . Farmers who des ired to ship grain on their  own 
were usua l ly denied use of the cars . Other abuses include unfair 
methods of grading through which the chain companies could eas i ly rob 
four or five cents out of every bushel of grain the farmers brought to 
the market ( 80 ) . 
A storage capaci ty of 30 , 000 bushels serving one or two 
townships ' area was held to be the minimum facil ity in most farmi ng 
areas in the P lains ( 81 ) . With reference to the latter scale , most of 
the county' s area was wel l  served in 191 1 , except on ly for an extremely 
" inland" area around Baker Township (Map 10) . The medium-s ize towns of 
Mt . Vernon , Letcher and Ethan provided . the largest service areas , 
showing their charcterist i cally agricultural function .  On the other 
hand , the city of Mitche l l  had · only a small share in the local grain 
trade, as did the small-si ze towns of Loomis , Riverside and D imock . 
Although the grain service areas provided by the medium-s ize towns show 
some regularity of spacing, the format ion of central-place pattern is 
out of the ques t ion .  The fac i l i t ies were provided where the towns were 
located; the lat ter locat ions in turn were affected by the rai lroad 
al ignment . Consequent ly,  some farmers had to haul their grain for a 
long distance whi le others had several places to choose from within a 
short radius around them . 
0 
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MAP 1 0 : GRAIN MARKET AREAS , 1 9 1 1  
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The shipping and marketing of l ivestock was done through local 
stockyards , which were frequent ly owned by the more prominent c i tizens 
of the local areas . C .  L .  Drake , owner of Ethan Stockyard, also served 
as the chairman of the first Ethan Village Board ( 82 ) . A stockyard 
commonly employed different buyers for hogs and cat t le ,  respectively , 
as the handl ing of these two kinds of commodi ties required different 
expert ises . In addi t ion ,  a third man was hired for the caring of the 
herds ins ide the yard . Although most of the stock was shipped to 
Chi�ago or Sioux City for s laughtering, some was shipped to other 
dest inations as wel l .  At one t ime for example , the E than Stockyard had 
contracts with buyers from Oregon . 
Local packing houses also did some buying from the local 
farmers . By 1886 , Mi tchell  had three packing houses in operat ion , 
while three others were plann ing to come in ( 83 ) . Unl ike modern meat 
packing plants , these ear ly estab l ishments were essent ial ly local 
butcher shops with hogs being their most p�rchased item . Most k i l l ing 
of hogs was done in December ,  and the carcasses were then processed 
into pork , sausage and lard. Most of these products were sold locally,  
though some would be shipped out , usual ly as restaurant suppl ies , to 
eastern cities . 
The dairying industry had an early beginning in Davison County. 
The estab l ishment of H .  T .  Larson Creamery predated the coming o f  the 
rai lroad . Within a short t ime , at least three more dairying plants 
were estab l ished in Rome , Tob in and Prosper Townships . 
Most of these early cheese factories and creameries in the 
county fai led due to insufficient patronage . For a creamery to be run 
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economically, at least 1 , 000 cows were needed (84) . Yet , most plants 
were run on a lesser bas is . For example , an 1886 issue of ���kly 
��2-�1!£� reported that a certain party stood ready to erect a 
creamery in Mitche l l ,  if only i t  could be assured of the products from 
600 cows ( 85 ) . This report also suggests contractual bas is upon which 
most of these private establ ishments ran their business . In fact , 
farmers were paid for their mi lk annual ly, rather than peri odica l ly ,  an 
arrangement that would be found to be disadvantageous t o  the farmer ' s  
benefit . 
The stab i lization of the dairying industry came with the 
adopt ion of the cooperat ive system of ownership . The Mount Vernon 
Cooperative Creamery was boosted as a great success since i ts i nception 
in 1896 ( 86) . A cooperat ive was organized usual ly by the largest 
farmer of the local i ty ,  whil e  shares were taken by other patron farmers 
in proportion to cows owned by each. A few cents were charged to the 
farmer per pound of cheese and butter for �heir processing, sel l ing and 
del ivering, as wel l  as for the maintenance of the plant . An I l l inois 
example reveals that by the cooperative plan, the farmer could be paid 
one-fifth more than he could by a private COIDPBDY ( 87 ) • . 
Skimming stat ions emerged s ide by s ide with the cooperative 
movement .  An old county res ident can st i l l  recal l the spreading o f  the 
such s tat ions between the year 1896 and 1897 ( 88) . Up to that date , 
the so-cal led mi lk-gathering plan prevai led .  B y  this plan , the farmers 
skimmed their milk on farms , whi le the cream was col lected by company 
teams that drove their buggies fro. farm to farm . Wi th the 
h 
instal lation of the new facil ities ,  farmers carried their mi lk to the 
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station , which served an area of 15 to 20 mile radius . Skimmed mi lk was 
fed to l ivestock , whi le the cream would be carried by the company 
employees back to the central factory for process ing into butter . 
�i���£h� Qf Q�Q� E�£�!Q�� 
Bes ides such basic inst itutions as elevators and stockyards , 
an even greater variety of merchant i le and profess ional estab l ishments 
appeared early in most Plains towns . Above all , specializat i on in 
retail ing and other service industries had become an accepted way of 
business before settlement spread to the Plains . Consequently,  early 
Plains 
goods 
farmers could ,  
and services 
from the beginning, enjoy a greater var iety of 
than were available in previous frontier 
coDDDunit ies .  Spat ial ly, the distribut ion among di fferent kinds of 
businesses and their distance and hierarchical relationships make a 
popular topic in urban geography, and numerous theories and 
classification schemes have been developed_ to explain these phenomenon . 
Present ly, only some cursory explorat ion along this l ine is possible 
with the materials at hand. 
Of all urban and v i l lage places in the county , i t  is easy to 
recognize three di fferent orders in terms of both size and funct ion .  
I n  the lowest order are the so-called " inland towns " , i . e . , towns that 
were located wel l  beyond the reach of any rai lroad ( 89) . Essent ial ly, 
these local hamlets originated as ei ther ethnic or neighborhood 
communit ies , consist ing of, at most , a church, a store , a post office 
and occasional ly an elevator or a creamery . At a time when visits to 
towns were infrequent , these community centers had specific funct ion 
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which were only ant iquate4 with the ca.ing of the automob i le .  Hi l ls ide , 
for example , originated as a German communi ty ,  which in its hayday, 
housed a church , pos t office , store , and grain elevator . Today, the . 
church is al l that remains ( 90 ) . The villages of Ems ley, Worthen , 
Baker Center and V ictor experienced s imilar dec l ine . 
In towns belonging to the second order , in addition to those 
features characterist ic of hamlets one would find , at least , a hardware 
store , stockyard, hotel , drug store, lumber yard, bank and a law office 
( 91) . Towns of this s ize each had a populat ion of several hundred , 
with a patronage area of a few townships . Served by a s ingle track of 
rai l ,  these towns were the most common over the Plains country ,  and 
were distinguished by their strong agricultural rol es . The towns of 
Ethan , Mount Vernon and, to a lesser extent , Loomis , are of this class . 
The city of Mitchell stands highest in the urban 
within the county . Served by more than one rai lroad track , 




a number of men ' s  clothing stores , machine shops , dent ists , tai lors and 
studios ( 92 ) . The location of the U . S .  Land Office there in 1880 came 
as a boom to the city' s init ial commercial growth, and helped the 
creati on of a regional patronage for the city' s businesses . From the 
beginning,  a sense of metropo l itanism had prevailed over its 
agricultural role . 
Thus , l ocal hamlets , establ ished both before and after the 
rai lroad, were low-order central places whose functional 
characteristics were more social than commercial . Among the rai lroad 
towns , the most meaningful funct ional dist inct ion can be drawn between 
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those that were served by one as opposed to more than one rai l l ine , 
respectively. The former funct ioned essent ially as staple-col lect ion 
centers , as being evident in their greater number of grain storage 
faci l i ti es (Map 10) . Other services in these towns , such as those of a 
bank , a law office and a hardware store l ikewise have a clear 
agricultural orientation . C i ties that had rai l  accesses t o  more than 
one direct ion special ized early in government , special ity shopping and 
distribut ion functi ons . 
The rai lroad and i ts planners determined both the spacing and 
al ignment of urban faci l i t ies , as most towns were platted every eight 
or ten mi les along the right-of-way. Where a junct ion was located , 
there was the certainty that the town would acquire some higher 
functi ons . Paradoxically , local hamlets with a very few basic 
functions to perform once existed for the oppos ite reason of not being 
served by any rai l .  
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Located in the south-central port ion of the eastern part of 
South Dakota, Davison County occupies an area that belongs to the 
wes tern corn-belt fringe . In this subhumid region along the eastern 
edge of the Plains , periodic droughts were historically common and had 
long discouraged any European settlement . Bes ides the uncertainty of 
rainfal l ,  other physical aspects of the county posed l ittle obstacle 
against the prospect of agricultural development .  Local soi ls have 
developed through mi l lennia from glacial t i l l  materials and possess 
various qual ities . All of them are suited to agriculture . 
Populat ion movement into Dakota came in three major thrusts , 
each t ime affect ing the county area on a different scale . The earl iest 
settlers came before the arrival of the rai lroad. Prior to 1880 , a 
smal l number of p ioneers clustered around the vi l lage of Fires teel 
which they had founded , and appeared to be more interested in promot ing 
the town than in cult ivat ing their lands . - In the next stage , sett lers 
arrived by thousands , attracted by the coming of the rai lroad . In the 
next 20 years t ime , the more level lands on the low plains and highland 
had become increas ingly settled. The eroded area in the central 
port ion of the county, on the other hand, remained in an underdeveloped 
condition till  the last land boom after 1900 . 
Agricul tural development had an early beginn ing . The 
Preemption and the Homestead laws reduced a period of legal uncertainty 
with regard to land holding . The ready access to external markets 
further led to the early commercial ization of agriculture. 
The county ' s agricultural pattern evolved through three 
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stages : an ini t ial stage of corn-hog combinat ion ; a second stage o( 
l ivestock diversificati on and a final stage of agricultural 
regionalizat ion . S imi lar sequences of change can be found in some 
adjoining eastern areas in the past , but a period of subs istence 
farming, which is said to have preceded the regular front ier phase in 
the east , is here replaced by a period of ranching. 
Over time, change in farm s ize corresponds to changes in 
cropping and l ivestock emphases ; the manner shows that the basic 
principles of farm management were at work . The regional economic 
atmosphere also affected changes in the agricultural scene . Periods of 
boom and depression were wel l  expressed in the time curve of farm 
value . The depression of the 1890 ' s ,  in particular , brought about the 
phenomena of farm consol idat ion and l ivestock divers ificat ion . 
In the pioneer envi ronment , both the geographical and historical 
conditions of farming were renewed, and the new farmer ' s  ab i l ity to 
adjust themselves due to such change became the key of his survival . 
The lower yields of crops in this semi-arid area necess itated the need 
for larger farms . This ecological adjustment of farm s ize was most 
visible during the droughts of the 1890 ' s . During this t ime, the 
average farm size of the county had jumped from some 220 to 320 acres . 
With the increment of individual land holding, more work had to 
be done by machinery. Thus , the value of farm implement and machinery 
stands out as the most important factor in the new farming scene . The 
fact that the more success ful farmers in the county were more l ikely to 
start with larger and better farms adds further support to this 
historical trend toward increasing scale of farming. 
with 
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Early human elements present in the county had much commonal i ty 
those found in other front ier societies .  Pioneering was 
undertaken overwhe lmi ngly by men between 20 and 35 years of age , 
whereas the female and sen ior components of the population were under­
represen ted. This init ial sex-and-age imbalance , over time ,  tended to 
correct itse l f .  In the beginn ing, the s ize of fami ly had great 
funct ional importance , as the larger fami l ies tended to have more to 
contribute to the area ' s  economic development and s tab i l i ty .  
The examinat i on of product ion pat terns among the various 
cul tural groups reveals many fami l i ar images we may have about the i r  
special ski l ls and non-sk i l ls . The respect ive emphases on l ives tock , 
dai rying and corn-hog comb ination by the eastern , European and 
midwestern farmers , by and large , reflect old tradit ions of farming 
that members of these groups had acqui red from their previ ous home 
envi ronments . The large number of cat t le owned by the Engl ish and 
Scots , and the relat ively poor performances of the Irish and the Upper­
Great-Lake-s tate farmers , on the other hand , t�nd to indicate more 
their di fferences in economic status than the i r  part icular her i t ages . 
The Germans , unl ike other groups , did equal ly wel l  in a l l i tems .  This 
fact seems to reveal that the Germans ' farming experience was indeed 
superior . 
The economic recess i on of the 1890 ' s , bes ides . upsetting the 
local agricultural scene , also caused depopulat ion on the local scale . 
Demographi c  evidence further suggests that out-migration during this 
period tended to affect the less economical ly act ive , such as the 
younger female ,  more than any other segment of the populati on .  
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Through t ime ,  the foreign-born , Midwesterners , the larger-scale 
farmers and those with b igger fami l ies were more l ikely to survive in 
this new environment . The steady increase in value of the pers ister ' s 
farms contrasts sharply with the wi ld fluctuation in the value of the 
average farmer ' s land during the ent ire period . This contrast could 
indeed indicate the cons istency with which the persisters had 
contributed to the economic bet terment of the area. 
Locationally ,  the ini tial fragmented land holding yielded 
increas ingly to a clus ter pattern at the end of the depress ion period .  
The common effort on the part o f  the pers isters t o  acquire a few good 
s i tes left vacant during the t ime of the depress ion , gave rise to this 
cluster pattern . 
At any rate , areal patterns of local agriculture became 
consolidated sQon after 1900 , whereas up to that date ,  the relat ive 
proportions of various agricul tural items produced each year had 
remained unstab l ized .  The spacing of local farming-type areas was 
influenced by the physical factors , the land value and the pace of 
settlement . Thus , the grain farming areas occupy the flat test and the 
highest land, whereas the dai rying area, the most expensive land . The 
l ivestock ·farming areas l ie in areas possess ing a divers ity of 
terrainic feature . The ranching area is found in the central port ion 
of the county where the terrain is the roughest .  Hence , this lat ter 
area became the last part of the county to be sett led,  making this the 
front ier wi thin the front ier . 
From the beginning, urban development went in a different way 
to the rural . The depress ion of the 1890 ' s ,  which stunted the growth 
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of rural populat ion , had none of the same effect on urban places . 
Apart from a few inl and towns , the locat ions of towns and 
cit ies and their hierarchical relat ionship in the county were dictated 
from the onset by the routes of rai l communication . Towns that were 
served by one rai l special ized ear ly in agricultural ly related 
act ivities . The city of Mitchell  had rai l access in more than one 
direct ion , and this locat ional advantage enab led the city to acquire 
the higher funct i ons of government , distribution and various types of 
speciality shopping. V i l lages that were located wel l  beyond the reach 
of the rai lroad had only a few neighborhood functions to perform , but 
even these lower order services quickly became antiquated . .  
How relevant is the evolution ist view in the interpretation of 
the area ' s  30 years of agricultural and economic changes? Agricultural 
product ion , over t ime , does show patterns of growth , differentiation 
and adaptat ion .  
the agricultural 
Nevertheless , if the focus is on the l inkage between 
and the indust rial and service sectors , such a 
theoret ical viewpoint becomes. out of place . Local economic institut ions 
existed because the merchants and the industrial ists wanted them to be 
there ; they did not come as direct responses to the local demands of 
the t ime . From the merchants ' point of view, the railroad towns 
contributed a front ier of its own in which they could try their spec ial 
trades and ski l ls .  Whether it  b e  the banker who was wi l l ing t o  sel l 
loans on easy terms , or the creamery owner who was ready to install a 
new plant without sufficient patronage , the phenomena tend to exempl i fy 
a spirit of speculat ion based on hopes and fancies concerning a new 
market which they sti l l  had to uncover . Moreover , the hierarchical 
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relat ionship among al l bus inesses and services was in place al l at once 
from the beginning. Time might see the addit ion of more estab l ishments 
of the same or different funct ions . These later incept ions , 
nonetheless , fai led to cause any significant break from the original 
pattern . 
The inadequacy of the census sources was a great handi cap to 
the invest igat ion of the pers istence theme . Although this study was 
ab le to disclose a different set of social and economic charcterist ics 
for the pers isters , a s imi lar contrast between them and the general 
populat ion is not poss ibl e  in the matter of farm production patterns . 
This fai lure unintentional ly presents a misleading not ion that 
agricultural success rel ies only on one ' s  own social and economic 
statuses , whereas in truth, it owes as much to the farmers ' 
inventiveness and flexib i li ty .  
The phenomenon o f  pers istence moreover , cannot be adequately 
dealt with by the method of group compari�on alone . The main emphas is 
is on those who stay .  S ince the quitters are discovered t o  b e  a 
greater group than the pers isters , the human scene was , in real ity, 
more mob i le than present ly described in this study. As is commonly 
known , most migrant farmers had changed res idence several times before 
they final ly decided on a place to stay permanently; thus , the county 
was then more l ikely one of those stopping places than a final 
destination . If investigations are carried on along this l ine , we can 
perhaps better understand the different causes between pers istence and 
movement .  In fact , with informat ion avai lable from the local 
genealogical societ ies ( 93 ) , along with the original manuscript census 
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data, the reconstruct ions of the migrants ' characterist ics and their 
migration routes are highly feasible . 
The temporal change in the importance from the cultural to the 
economic factor in influencing agricultural activities and set t lement 
is an idea that has become fai rly well-grounded based on previous case 
studies . This t ransformation process is presently taken as the 
underlying theme of the whole study but is , unfortunately,  without 
substantial development .  Cultural sol idari ty in the earliest date of 
sett lement is bel ieved to be greatest because new knowledge acqui red 
through interaction with the local environment was not yet powerful 
enough to affect the sett lers ' behavior and pat tern . Rather than 
risking uncertainties , pioneer farmers stuck to their own cultural ly 
inherited methods . Hence , the original set of populat ion , when grouped 
by ethnic origins , reveals meaningful cultural contrasts in  the facts 
of farm product ion . As an assumpt ion , when the potent ial of the land 
became ful ly real ized ,  the regular farmer would alter his farming 
strategy through a recomb inat ion of farm size , cropping and feeding 
pattern in such a way as to enable him to make the greatest profit from 
his land. In fact , the end of the front ier phase saw strong sets of 
areal correlat ion between the local farming types on the one hand and 
the phys ical landscape and economic land-rent princ ip le on the other . 
The detai ls of such cul tural and economic changes , 
be further dissected due to the existence of a data 
regretful ly,  cannot 
gap . Thus , such 
viab le questions as the extent to which early cul tural identity became 
b lurred under increas ing economic influences , and the relat ive rate at 
which each cul tural group had proceeded with such changes , remain 
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unanswered . 
At last , i t  seems that the success of an area case s tudy of 
this sort is determined by the amount and kinds of data avai lab le .  The 
theorY: of social change and model of developmental growth provide the 
framework and direct ion for study but should not block our v is ion . 
Perhaps the lesson in historical geography is for us to be ab le to 
apprec iate the complexity of human phenomena in place and t ime . During 
this particular exercise , one cannot help but raise many related 
quest ions , and this concluding chapter has already l isted a number of 
them. I t  is hoped that these questions would contain clues to fresh 
approaches to future area researchers . 
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( 93 )  Local genealogical society , l ike S ioux Val ley 
Genealogical Society , are ab le to answer queries pertaining to the 
pioneer ' s  date and place of birth and his various places of res idence . 
See , �iQ���� ��1h �i�Q�� ' Vol .  1 1 ,  no . 1 ,  by Hazel Hansen , editor 
( Lennox , South Dakota = Verlyss V .  Jacobson for Sioux Val ley 
Genealogical Society , 1985 ) , P�!1�· 
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APPENDIX I :  
TYPE- OF- FARMI� AREAS IN SOUTH DAKOTA 
. APPENDIX I I : 
PROFITABLE FARMING SYSTEM IN EASTERN S OUTH DAKOTA 
Table 31 t Cont. )--<:OMPARlSON OF A N  ACTU A L  .s Y !:i T L \1 w : 1 a t 1 \\ t ,  · , • • • •  � . . d· t-;Ll SYSTEMS FOR 1 60-ACitt: F A H -'f:-; --------------------------- --- ----
System Nu. 1 
An Actual Farm in 
KinK»bury County 
Sy.tcm No. :! 
Livwt.ock Sal.-
l'ork _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ 
Cu w• - - - - - -- - - - -
Uutt�rfat _ _ _ _ _  _ 
Yuun.r cattltt. -­
l'oultry ----- ---
EarP - ---------· 
Total Liv ... tuck 
s.ua _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ 
Tuu.l C'ro� and 
Liv ... t.udt Salll!ll- - - -
Amount 
1 oooo l iM  
1 000 lb.. 




Ca.b £.x&MfD---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1, 
Labur lf.t• 1£0 �r mu nth• • . • .  ; Tw into ll.f 1 3 1·:.:-=- - - - - - - - - - - - - - : 
Thre.o hintr -- - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - i  Liv..,.�k UJMtn•tt - - -- -- - - - - - !  
!'fhu:hanwry rep•un - - - - - - - - - - ·  
!o'-.d purcha..U - - - - - -- - - - - . - I 
lt uildintr repairs - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 
Ti&Xes - - - -- - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - : 
I 
I 
Total ca.h "'XIM!n••- - - - - - - - - - -- - i  
l ntl'l't!llt un invll!lltment- - ---- - - - :  
l>e\lreciatiun - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 
Corn arid HuiC» 
Dollars Amount 
800 23000 lb. 
I htc-l&d 
.. .... 700 lb •. 
1 36 a vtc-al 
5u AOO lb.t. 
!1:.! tuoo duun 
Dul l ant 
t :u 
I l l 
40 











: 1:! 1 1 1 
. u  
l ti!i 
"; )o. �  
1 1 101) 
:wo 
Sy,.t .. m Nu. :i 
Hov• uod l.J�tiry i nv 
A nuau u t  Uu i l .tlll"ll 
1 r. uuu llttt . 1 :.! 110 
4 h ..... , I t1U 
SCIOtt lb:t. :.! IIUII 
I Ii  ht·ud I :O i l  
tuu l h  .. .  liU 
!;tJO tl""""" 1 1 5 
p, . :  i . . . ;:. 
l t •t l  
\ , ; , 
1 1 1 < 1'  
1 1 :· . .  , 
:iuu 
----------:-' _____ ,..:__ ____ --- -----1 
Tutal ckduction• - - - - - - - - - -- - - - 1 
I 
• OPERATOR"S LABO R  I N COME! 
Tut"l hours of labur lk"rfurm...U o n  farm 
I 
1 92 6  
900 
3266 
L�r fur.:e r�:�ui retl - - - - - - - - - - - I O ne man Mnd a 
I ,.mall amuu n t  uf family labur. 
l l l i  
I O nt! m a n  �&nd a 
: " m a l l  anw u n t  uf ! ramily lal,or. 
H l t l t f  
• 4 1 1 latw•r Jlt•r(urm .... i b y  raaa i : v  o• h·r l han th ... uptoraTt• r ' s  labor ill \"alu.,.d au.J l lh ' l "''"''  .. ,. 
tu r.-,1· tut.vr. 
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APPENDIX II ( cont ' d  j . : 
.. 
1'•llle �.-\.:UMPARISON OF AN ACTUAL SYSTEM W lTH TWO SUGG&ST£11 
SYSTDIS FO R 160-Ac:lli: FA RMS. 
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�--��--��--�------------�-------------' Sn�e��� Nu. 1 
Aft Actua! Farm In 
I Kinpbur� Clunty 
Cropa raiae.i- I 
Con _________ J 
Po� -------� 
Oa�a ----- ------Sari� ---------Flax ----- - - - -- 1 
Alta!f& --------1 










Barlep ---------Flaz - - - - - - - - - - ­Wheat ---------
Alfalfa --------1  Sweet Clover I 
s-�� ck;v-;r·--- , Seed ---------
1 
Hon• --------- '  
Cowe - - - - - - - - - - 1 
Bull ----- - -----
Yountr cattle ---1  
Suwe - ---- - - --- 1 
Poult1"7 - - - - - - -- 1 
I 
Crop �- I I I 
I 
Corn - - -- - - - - - - 1 
Potatoee ----- -- 1 
Rarle� - - - - - - - - - 1 Flax ---- - --- - - - 1 Wh�at - - ------- 1 
Sweet Clover I Stoed----------- I 
I I 
To1al crop ••* - - - 1  
I 
I 
1 1  
z 
1 9  
4 
Bu..belll or Ton• 
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I 
9AO I s.,., 
IHlO I 3M 
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H 
31 




Bu.hel• or Tuna 
:! 1 78 
1 1 80 
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1 0  
I I  
1 00 
Bu.heJa V al 1M 
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APPENDIX I II : 
CHI� SQUARE TEST FOR RANDOMNESS IN THE DISTRIBUTION 
OF THE PERS ISTER 1 S FARMS 
A :  The Procedur e :  
1 .  Reduce patches o f  individual farms into dots by locating 
their appr oximate cent er s .  
2 .  Divide the who l e  township into nine equa l , conveni ent 
cel l s  ( N) .  
3 .  Record the obser v ed val ue ( 0 )  by counting the number o f  
dot s  in each cel l . 
4 .  Find out the expected value ( E )  by co unti ng the over a l l  
number of dot s b y  the total number o f  cel l s . 
5 .  Repeat pr ocedur e s  1 to 4 for each subsequent year . 
2 2 S {0- E) 2 6 .  Compute the v a l ues - o f  .Z , with the formula % = - -
E 










Example : 1 889 
0 
1 . 0 
2 . 5  
2 . 0  
1 . 0  
2 . 5 
3 . 0 
1 . 0  
1 . 0  
0 
E 
1 . 5 6  
1 . 5 6 
1 . 5 6 
1 . 5 6 
1 . 5 6 
1 . 5 6 
1 . 5 6 
1 . 5 6 
1 . 5 6 
0- E 
- . 65 
. 94 
. 44 
- . 5 6 
. 94 
1 . 44 
. 5 6 
. 5 6 
- 1 . 5 6 
:::1 = 
(0-E) 2 
. 3 7  
.. 88 
. 91 
. 3 1 
. 88 
2 . 07 
. 3 1 
. 3 1 
2 . 4 3  
7 . 69 
2 ;(; -i:�� = 4 . 9 3 
7 .  Find out the level s o f  stati stical signi fi canc e for each 
val ue o £�2 at ( N- 1 ) = 8 degr ees o f  fr eedom . 
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APPENDIX IV : 
A section o f  adver ti s ement appear ed in a 1 89 5  local new spaper , 
showing the availability o f  farm land for s a l e  • 
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Uni t s  
Per centag e 
Number 
Per centag e 
Lb s . 
var i abl e s : 
I 
5 8 . 9  & abov e 
llllz�i i�IJii�J  
2 08 . 8- 3 5 8 . 9  
A;per cent a g e  o f  p l owed l a nd to 
total l a nd a r ea 
B; l iv e s tock uni t s  per acr e 
C;per centag e o f  hor s e s  a nd m ul e s  
i n  tot a l  l i v e s tock uni t s  
DFmi l k  ( lbs . )  per a cr e  o f  pl owed 
l a nd 
Fa r m i ng - t ype Ar ea s 
I I  I I I I  
4 2 . 5  & abov e 4 2 . 5  a nd abov e 
69 . 9- 7 8 . 9  
2 1 . 7  & below 1 2 . 3- 2 1 . 7  
1 5 8 . 5- 3 5 9 . 4  
Fa r mi ng - t ype Ar ea s 
!=g r a i n  farming 
! !=l i v e s t ock f a r mi ng 
I I I=da i r yi ng 
IV= l i v e s tock r a nchi ng 
IV 
1 0 . 0- 2 1 . 7  
2 08 . 8- 3 09 . 5. 
No t e : a l l  shaded i t em s  r epr e s e nt t h e  pr i ncipal cr i t er i a  for t he d emar ca t i on o f  t h e  
fa r mi ng a r ea s . 
S o ur c e s : Doa ne Robi nson , Q£ .  c i t . , Ma p 7 .  
...... N c.n 
; .  
APPENDIX VI : 
FARMING-TYPE AREAS : IT S CR ITERIA 
AND CHA�GING CONF IGURAT I ON : 1 9 0 5 - 19 1 5 
4 2 . 5  /'\ 
�7  .'s 
\...... 
A : P er c ent a g e o f  P l ow ed La nd to T o t a l 
L a nd Ar e a . 
126 
4 7 . 5  
4 2 . 5  
2 1 . 6  
APPENDIX VI ( Cont ' d ) . 
2 1 . 6  
Q. o 
B :  P er c ent a g e o f  Hor s e s  a nd Mul e s  in 
T o t a l  L iv e s t o ck Unit s .  
127 
1 9 . 3  
0 
6 8 . 9  
C :  L iv e s t o c k  Uni t s  P er S quir e Mi l e  
Liv e s t o c k  Uni t : 1 hor s e=l mul e= 1 cow= 
5 p i g s =  7 s h e ep . 
128 
6 8 . 9  
6 8 . 9  
APPENDIX VI ( Cont ' d ) . 
2 0 8 . 8  
G. s 
D :  Mi l k  P� oduction ( lb s . )  P e� Acx e o f  
P l ow ed L a nd . 
129 
1 30 
APPENDI X  VI I :  SURFACE MAT ER IAL S . 
�·· ·�1 ��cax y Moxain !·. · · < ·  · .  Til l s - , . :;-�;,.;.,:;dold S tr eam Depo s i t  
APPENDIX VII I : 
COMPUTATION "OF THE AVERAGE SLOPE 
I n  pr a ct i ce , the pr ocedur e r equi r e s  fir s t  of a l l  t h �  
s ubdivi s i on o f  the Mi t chell Quar dr a ng l e  i n t o  a l a r g e  numbex 
of sma l l  ar eal uni ts-- 1 8  in the pr e s ent c a s e , and e a ch 
cor r espond s to 1 6  squar e mil e s . S econd l y ,  a s p e c i a l  g r id a £  
1 6  squar e s  and mad e up a total o f  t en l i ne s , i s  constr u c t e d  
o u t  o f  t h e  s ubdivi ded uni t and sUbs equent l y  pla ced ov er i t , 
fi r s t in a squar e an� next in an obl i que f a s hi o n .  Th ir dl y ,  
the contour cr o s s i ng s  with a l l  t en l in e s  o f  the g r i d  ar e 
coun t ed , w i th the g r i d i t s el f b ei ng p l a c ed in both fa s h i o n s . 
Fi na l l y ,  t hr oug h  t h e  for rnul ar of Sm• I (N ) / 5 2 80 ( . 63 6 6 ) , � h er e 
Sm stand s  f �r the mean slope o f  the loca l e , I for t h �  � : nt o uL 
i n t er va l  in reet and N for the number o f  contour cr o s s . ng 
per m i l e ,  the aver ag e slope o f  the subdivided ar ea c a n  be 
ar r iv ed at . obv i o us l y  thi s v a l ue shoul d  be r el eg a t ed t o  t h e  
v er y  center o f  the s ubdivi ded ar ea . Hence a tot a l  o f  1 8  p o i u t  
v a l ue s  ov er t h e  coun t y  ar ea ar e l ocated : � i t h  t h e s e  t h e  
con s tr ucti on o f  the i sol ine map become s s t r a i g h t for w ar d . Fer 
detai l s  o f  the metho d , cons ul t : C . K .  Wentwor t h ,  "A S irnp .i i f � ed 
Method o f  Det er m i ng the Aver ag e S l ope o f  Land S ur f a c e , " 
Amer i c an Jo ur na l o f  sci ences 20 ( Jul y 1 9 3 0 ) : 1 84 - � 4 . 
1 3 1  
AP PEND IX VI I I  ( Cont ' d ) . 
Exampl e : · Por tion o f  Tl O l  R62 
Sguar e 
L i ne s 
A • • • • •  o • • • • • • •  
B • • • •  • • • •  • • • • •  
c • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
. D • • • • • •  • • • • • •  • 
E • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • 
No s . o f 
N- S 
9 




cr o s si ng 
E-W 
7 
1 1  
1 5  
11  
_ll 
Tota l= 1 09 
Total mi l e s  o f  l i n e s  • . . • . .  40 
Av er ag e no s . o f  cr o s s i ng 
. ' .\ I 
Ob l ique 







p er mi l e  • . . • • • • . • • . • • . • • • . • • . • •  1 09+9 2 = 2 • 7 
4 0+34 . 5  
cr o s s i ng 
NW- S E  
6 
1 1  
3 
1 1  
9 
9 2  
3 4 . 5 
sm= 2 0  ( 2 . 7 ) = . 01 6  or 1 . 6  per cent 3 3 61 
132 
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APPEND IX IX 
S PAT IAL VARIAT I ON OF AGR ICULTURAL CHARACTER IST ICS : 
1 9 0 5- 1 9 1 5  
2 61 . 4 
2 3 7 . 1  
2 61 . 4 
2 85 . 7  2 61 . 4  2 3 7 . 1 2 1 2 . 8  
A :  Av er ag e F a r m  S i z e  
1 3 3  
2 4 . 3  
2 3 . 1  
APP.ENDIX IX ( Cent ' d )  
0 
0 
B :  P e r c e n t ag e a r e a  � n  c�r n to T c t a l  F� z m  Ar ea 
134 
2 5 . 4  
2 4 . 3  
135 
Ai' P'END IX IX ( Co nt ' d ) 
2 0 . 6  2 0 . 6 
' 1 5 . 5  
1 0 . 3  
..._ 
C :  Pez: c:entag e  Az: ea i n  Wheat t o  Tot a l  L a r.d Az: ea 
1 3 6  
APPEND IX IX ( Cont ' d ) 
17 . 0  1 5 . 2  1 3 . 4  
1 7 . 0 
D :  P er c e nt a g e A r ea i n  Ha y t o  Tota l L a nd Ar ea 
APPEND IX X :  
Farming-Type Ar ea s : 1 9 0 5 
I=Gx a i n Fa x mi ng 
I I=Li v e st o ck Fa r mi ng 
I I I=Da ir yi ng 
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